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With the 2002-2003 academic year the Graduate Program began its fourth decade of operation. Its success during its first 
thirty years outstripped the modest mission that shaped the early planning for the program: to train for regional colleges art 
historians who were drawn to teaching careers yet not inclined to scholarship and hence having no need to acquire the Ph.D. (It 
was a different world then!) Initially, those who conceived of the program - members of the Clark's board of trustees and 
Williams College President Jack Sawyer - seem never to have imagined that it would attain the preeminence that it quickly 
achieved under the stewardship of its first directors, George Heard Hamilton, Frank Robinson, and Sam Edgerton. 

Today the Williams/Clark program enjoys an excellent reputation for preparing students for museum careers, yet this 
was never its declared mission; unlike some institutions, we have never offered a degree or even a specialization in "museum 
studies" or "museology." Since the time of George Hamilton, the program has endeavored simply to train art historians, and in 
doing so it has assumed that intimacy with objects is a sine qua non for the practice of art history. The foundations for such 
intimacy are acquired in seminars and the European study trip for first-year students (unique to this program), which has been a 
staple of the curriculum since the program was founded. At least equally important is the extracurricular work-study program, 
through which students gain experience in curatorial work at the Clark, the Williams College Museum ofArt, the Chapin· 
Library, MASS MoCA, and the Williamstown Art Conservation Center. As a perusal of our alumni news section at the back of 
the newsletter will reveal, a substantial percentage of our graduates do not go into museum work, but they are nonetheless 
profoundly shaped by the special nature of the Williams/Clark educational experience. 

The Graduate Program began in 1972, at what, in retrospect, can be seen as a watershed in the history of the 
discipline. To realize this, one need recall only a few landmark publications from those years: Linda Nochlin's "Why Have There 
Been No Great Women Artists?" (1971); Michael Baxandall's Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy and Leo 
Steinberg's "The Philosophical Brothel" (1972); T. ]. Clark's Image ofthe People and The Absolute Bourgeois: Artists and Politics in 
France, 1848-1851 (1973). These publications, among others, changed the questions that art historians asked of the objects they 
studied, and, inevitably, these questions motivate those who teach and study in the Graduate Program. And yet-to steal an apt 
formulation from Susan Vogel (in Exhibiting Cultures)-we have remained "always true to the object in our fashion." 
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During the past year we mourned the deaths of two great scholars and teachers who were instrumental in building the 
reputation of the Graduate Program during its early years: Julius Held and Whitney Stoddard. Julius died at his home in 
Bennington on December 22, Whitney in Williamstown on April 2. We have included memorial tributes to each of them. 
Whitney Stoddard had a long and distinguished career at Williams College before the Graduate Program was launched. Between 
1974 and 1987 he taught seven courses in the graduate curriculum, alternating between Gothic and Renaissance topics, and 
concluding with a seminar on his archaeological site, entitled "Psalmodi and Medieval Art." 

George Hamilton invited Julius Held to join the Graduate Program faculty in the programs second year. Julius, of 
course, had a long and distinguished career spanning more than three decades at Barnard College and Columbia University 
before retiring to Bennington. From 1974 through the fall of 1981, Julius offered one seminar each year save one. The topics 
reflected the range of his teaching and scholarly interests: the prints ofAlbrecht Diirer; Rubens (twice); Problems in 
Connoisseurship; Iconography; Rembrandt: and Pictorial Arts of the German Renaissance. It was also while Julius was a member 
of this faculty that he completed his most ambitious work of scholarship, the two-volume catalogue of Rubens's oil sketches, 
published by Princeton University Press in 1980. Even after his definitive retirement from teaching, Julius remained part of the 
life of the Graduate Program, primarily through the annual spring series of lectures in honor of his birthday, begun in 1985 by 
my predecessor, Sam Edgerton. This distinguished series concluded its remarkable 18-year run last April with two lectures by 
Mariet Westermann. 

During the fiscal year that closed on June 30 our third annual giving campaign netted a record $15,550, of which 
$1,495 was designated for the student travel fund. The number of donors was down from last year, undoubtedly due to the state 
of the economy, but an exceptionally generous gift of $11 ,000 from the Hollyhock Foundation helped us surpass the combined 
total of the first two years of the campaign. This donation was made in grateful appreciation of Sam Edgerton for his years as an 
inspiring teacher and program director, and will, at the donor's request, be used to fund a fellowship in honor of Sam for a 
student in the class of 2006. 

We had an unusually busy admissions and recruitment season. Of the 68 applicants (the largest number in eleven 
years), Marc and I interviewed about 50 of them in January and early February. The pool was an exceptionally strong and diverse 
one, with a significant international component, and recruitment was more successful than usual: 60 percent of those admitted 
decided in favor ofWilliams, resulting in the largest entering class (15 students) since 1998. ,; 

And, finally, staff news. Karen Kowitz was left in the lurch when part-time Secretary Sue Hamilton unexpectedly left 
her position in December for family reasons. With her usual stamina and unfailing good cheer, Karen heroically held down one
and-a-half jobs through three of the busiest months of the year until, in April, we were finally able to find a part-time secretary 
who seemed a good fit for the program. I hardly need to be reminded of how much Karen has given to the program through her 
eighteen years here, but I was nonetheless profoundly impressed by how, once again, she shouldered the considerable extra 
workload-to say nothing of the stress-without complaint and did her usual superlative job. 

Our new patt-time secretary, George Ferger, is no stranger to an academic environment; after receiving an M.A. in English 
from the University ofWisconsin in 1968, he served two years in the Peace Corps in Central Africa. In 1971 he assumed a position at· 
Vanier College in Montreal, where he taught English language and literature as well as humanities courses from 1971 to 1996. 
After moving to Williamstown with his wife, Mary, he worked for half a year at the Williams College Center for Development 
Economics. George is also a published poet, a docent at the Clark, and remains active as a teacher at Berkshire Community 
College. Although vastly overqualified for his current positio~, George has proved a wonderful fit with our staff and students. ...........,
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C. ONDINE CHAVOYA Representation ofLatino Culture: Research and Museums in November 
2002. Another of his essays on art and, urban space in Southern Ondine joined the art department in the fall of 2002, coming to 
California will appear in Chicana/o Cultural Studies ReaderWilliams from RISD. He had previously taught at Tuffs University/ 
(forthcoming from Routledge). Meanwhile he is preparing his School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; UCLA; and the 

University of New Mexico. At Williams, in addition to teaching dissertation, "Orphans of Modernism: Chicano Art, Public 
Representation, and Spatial Practice in Southern California" courses on contemporary art and visual culture, Ondine is 

collaborating with other faculty to develop an interdisciplinary (University of Rochester, 2002) for publication. 

program in Latinalo studies. In his first year, Ondine supervised two 
MICHAEL CONFORTIQualifYing Papers (Patty Hickson's and Jane Simon's) and taught
 
Michael continued his teaching in the Graduate Program with
 courses on Contemporary Performance Art, Art of California, and 
"Museums: History and Practice." He further reports that a Chicanalo Film and Video. In the fall of 2003, he will teach a
 
number of interns worked in the Clark this past year, helping him
 course on Pop art to complement an exhibition at WCMA featuring
 
and the Clark on a variety of projects, including the new master
 work from the permanent collection. Ondine also served on the 
plan for the Clark, which was announced in March to wide National Endowment for the Arts 2003 Visual Arts Grants 

Creativity Panel and the Mortimer Hays-Brandeis Traveling acclaim. The new facilities, to be built over the next decade, 

Fellowship selection committee. This summer he is preparing an include a new home for the Williamstown Art Conservation Center 
essay entitled "Catwoman v. the Leafblower: Powertools, Lowriders, as well as new offices for the Graduate Program in the History of 
and Latino Aesthetics," a version of which was presented at the Art in beautiful spaces that have been designed by Tadao Ando. 
Smithsonian Institution's conference Interpretation and The interns were also involved in the summer exhibition Turner: 

~,:~ ... 
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The Late Seascapes curated by James Hamilton, a British-based 
Turner specialist. Michael has continued his involvement as a trustee 
of the American Academy in Rome and the Association of Art 
Museum Directors. 

NICOLE S. DESROSIERS 

On October 18 Nicole offered a workshop for language teachers at 
the Berkshire Educational Collaborative entitled leaching Reading 
with a Purpose. As president of the Western Massachusetts Chapter 
of the American Association ofTeachers of French (AATF), she 
organized the group's annual meeting on April 5 at Williams 
College. Of that meeting she notes particularly: "Attendees 
participated in a workshop entitled 'Reading and Acting 
Contemporary Drama' led by Smith College Professor Fabienne 
Bullot." In June she was in Princeton serving as an AP French 
reader for the College Board. 

SAMUEL Y. EDGERTON JR. 

Sam writes: "In early September, 1 gave a lecture at Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock. In October, an essay of mine translated into 
Italian as 'La matematizzazione della pittura, della scultura, e 
dell'architettura' appeared in volume 4 of Storia della Scienza, a 
publication of the Enciclopedia Italiana, Rome. Meanwhile, I taught 
my Williams undergrad class through early December, when I 
attended a conference on Latin American Colonial art at the NYU
Institute of Fine Arts. In late January, I led a group of Williams 
alums to Cuba for a fascinating week-long tour (the 2002 
Newsletter didn't mention the earlier alumni tour I led in October 
2001 to Oaxaca, Mexico, to witness the remarkable Day of the 
Dead celebration!). In February, another essay of mine translated 
into German as 'Als selbst die Kuenstler die Todestrafe forderten' 
was published in an anthology of related topics titled Kunst als Strafe: 
zur Aesthetik tier Disziplinierung by Wilhelm Fink Verlag, Munich. In 
March, I attended the annual Texas Maya Hieroglyphic Workshop 
in Austin, and gave another lecture at Baruch College CCNY in 
New York. Also, a review I wrote ofAnthony Grafton's Bring out 
Your Dead was published in the London Times Higher Education 
Supplement. In May 1 was invited to give yet another talk at the 
Villa I Tatti in Florence. All lectures 1 presented during this 
academic year had to do with my recent book, Theaters of 
Conversion: Religious Architecture and Indian Artisans in Colonial 
Mexico, just honored by the Vernacular Architecture Forum, which 
awarded it their Abbott Lowell Cummings Prize. In June 1 attended 
the VAF annual meeting held this year on the French-owned islands 
of St. Pierre and Miquelon off the coast of Newfoundland, where the 
award was announced. Currently I'm finishing an article, 'The 
Christian Cross as Indigenous Wotld Tree in Sixteenth-Century 
Mexico,' to be published in a collection of papers, The Art ofthe 
New World, by the Denver Museum of Art. And finally, I'm getting 
ready to start a book project reviving myoId subject of Renaissance 
linear perspective." 

ZIRKA FILlPCZAK 

Zirka spent the fall of 2002 as the Farquhar Visiting Professor of 
History ofArt at the University of Pennsylvania. She has written an 
essay, "Poses and Passions: Mona Lisa's 'Closely Folded' Hands," for a 
collection called Reading the Early Modern Passions (ed. Gail Paster et 
al.) to be published by the University of Pennsylvania Press at the 
end of the year; and the entries on "Peter Paul Rubens" and 
"Anthony van Dyck" for the Dictionary ofEarly Modern Europe, to 
be published by Scribners. Her lectures over the past year include: 
"Rubens Edits Italian Art: Changes in Props, Poses and Setting," at 
the Rubens Draws on Italy symposium at Nottingham University, 
England; "Rubens Edits Italian Art," at a faculty colloquium at the 
University of Pennsylvania; and an on-site visit to the cemetery of 
Old First Congregational Church in Old Bennington as part of the 
Grave Matters symposium sponsored by the Clark and MASS 
MoCA, where she spoke on the development of gravestones and 
cemetery layout from the 18th century to the present. 

JAMES GANZ 

Jim writes: "During the fall semester I offered a new seminar in the 
Graduate Program entitled 'Photography and the Graphic Arts 
during the Second Empire,' making use of the Clark Art Institute 
and Troob Family Foundation photography collections." 

CHARLES W. HAXTHAUSEN 

Mark spent his fall-semester sabbatical at the Institute for Advanced 
Study in Princeton, where he continued his work on the German 
critic Carl Einstein. Two fruits of this sabbatical have recently 
appeared in print: '''Die erheblichste Personlichkeit unter den 
deutschen Kiinstlern': Einstein iiber Klee," in Die visuelle Wende tier 
Moderne: earl Einsteins Die Kunst des 20. Jahrhunderrs, "edited by 
Klaus H. Kiefer and published by Wilhelm Fink Verlag; and 
"Bloody Serious: Two Texts by Carl Einstein," in October 105. He 
also contributed a short essay, "A Poetics of Space: Beckmann's 
Falling Man, "to the catalogue of the current Max Beckmann 
retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art, seen earlier at Tate 
Modern in London. His "Languages ofArt History" was published 
in The Art Historian: National Traditions and Institutional Practices, 
edited by Michael F. Zimmermann [Visiting Clark Professor, fall 
2001] and based on the Clark Conference of 2002 (distributed by 
Yale University Press). In December, at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, Mark gave a colloquium, '~Between Impressionism and 
Cubism: Carl Einstein's Bebuquin, or Dilettantes ofthe Miracle'; in 
March he presented "Interpreting Beckmann" at a Tate Modern 
symposium on the artist; in June, at Goethe Haus in New York, he 
participated in a panel discussion on Beckmann with Robert Storr, 
curator of the MoMA retrospective, and Mayen Beckmann, the 
artist's granddaughter. This turned into a small-scale reunion: eight 
students and former students were in the audience. This year, Mark 
begins a three-year term on the Harvard Overseers' Committee to 
Visit the Universiry Art Museums. 

GUY HEDREEN 

Guy reports: "I am working on three major parts of a new project: 
'Myths of Ritual in Athenian Vase-Paintings of Silens,' to be 
published in The Origins ofTheatre in Ancient Greece and Beyond: 
From Ritual to Drama, ed. Eric Csapo and Margaret Miller 
(Cambridge University Press, 2005); 'The Return of Hephaistos, 
Dionysiac Processional Ritual, and the Creation of a Visual 
Narrative," forthcoming in the 2004 volume ofJournal ofHellenic 
Studies; and "'1 Let Go My Force JUSt Touching Her Hair": 
Dysfunctional Sexuality in Athenian Vase-Paintings of Silens and in 
Iambic Poetry,' which I will submit this summer to Classical 
Antiquity, and which 1 will deliver, in abbreviated form, at the XVI 
International Congress ofClassical Archaeology, August 2003. This 
spring, I also reviewed an important new book in my field, Richard 
T. Neer, Style and Politics in Athenian Vase-Painting: The Craft of 
Democracy, ca. 530-460 B.C.£. (Cambridge, 2002), in Bryn Mawr 
Classical Review 2003." As noted elsewhere in this issue, Guy also 
held a Clark Fellowship during the fall of 2002 and, in addition to 
the responsibilities of that community, delivered a provocative public 
lecture in October: "'Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down': The Bondage of 
Hera, Dionysiac Release, and Ritual Inversion in Greek Art." 

LAURA HEON 

In spite of a busy schedule at MASS MoCA (including preparations 
for Yankee Remix, which received an extended and glowing review 
in the New York Times on August 3), Laura was able to supervise 
one independent study in the fall, which turned into Pan Wendt's 
QualifYing Paper. And, on a different front entirely, on July 24 
Laura and John welcomed 8-pound IS-ounce Stella Fowler Heon 
to their family. 

MICHAEL ANN HOLLY 

Michael writes: "1 had a leave (mini) this spring and lectured in 
Edinburgh, Scotland, and at Dartmouth College and Wesleyan 
University. I've written essays for the Art Bulletin, Journal ofVisual 
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Culture, a book edited by Stephen Bann on Adrian Stokes, and a 
Finnish Festschrift for Riita Nikula. I also contributed an essay this 
spring to the I Tatti publication The Italian Renaissance in the 
Twentieth Century. And closed the academic year of successful 
symposia, colloquia, and conferences. Not to mention said farewell to 
many accomplished and satisfied Clark fellows. And loved my 
teaching of the first-year students in the methodology course." 

JU.Yu SCARLETT JANG 

Scarlett reports that her most recent projects and activities include: 
"Art, Politics, and Palace Eunuchs in the Ming Dynasty (1368
1644)," a book manuscript in progress; "The Ming Inner Court 
Publishing Enterprise and the Eunuch Agency the Silijian," a paper 
given at the Ming Court Culture Confirence, Princeton University, 
June 12-13, 2003; "Children in Chinese Art," book review, Journal 
ofAsian Studies 6, no. 2 (May 2003): 601-604; and the pleasures of 
a sabbatical taken during the spring semester. 

EUGENE J. JOHNSON 
E.]. reports that this year he finished writing an article, "On Jacopo 
Sansovino's 'Honorable Door' for the Venetian Zecca and Its Urban 
Context." He continues: "I plan to spend the summer working on 
my book on the architecture of theaters in Italy in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, and on an article that deals with the nasty controversy raging 
over Sansovino's original plan for the Biblioteca Marciana in Venice
more specifically, over how long he planned the building to be." E.]. 
had the solemn honor of reading the "memorial minute" before the 
faculty on the occasion ofWhitney Stoddard's death in April. His 
text is printed elsewhere in this newsletter. 

LIBBY KIEFFER 

Libby, in addition to her responsibilities for overseeing the 
Program's German reading course, continues to lead the Clark's 
slide library and its unfailingly courteous and helpful staff. 

MICHAEL J. LEWIS 

Mike completed his second year as chairman of the Williams College 
art department. He delivered the plenary address at the annual 
conference of the Society of Architectural Historians, entitled "In 
What Style Should We Write?" He wrote several reviews for the 
New Criterion, including "Art History, Oxford Style," an examination 
of the new Oxford History ofArt textbook series. He evaluated the 
new designs for the World Trade Center site in an essay "Into the 
Void with Daniel Libeskind" (Commentary). He is completing his 
textbook on American art and architecture for Thames & Hudson. 

PETER D.Low 

Peter writes: "I've spent the 2002-2003 year on a Mellon 
PostDoctoral Fellowship at the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, in Toronto, Canada. While here I've been working on a 
book tentatively entitled Building a Dwelling Place for God: The 
Main Portal at vezelay and Ephesians 2:11-22 in Medieval Art. I 
have an article coming out in the September 2003 issue of Art 
Bulletin entitled "You Who Once Were Far Off: Enlivening 
Scripture in the Main Portal at Vezelay." A review written by me 
has recently come out in CAA.Reviews, on Jeffrey Hamburger's new 
book, St. John the Divine: The Deified Evangelist in Medieval Art 
and Theology. I also gave a paper in May, at the 38th International 
Congress on Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo, Michigan, entitled 
"From Page to Stone: Tracking Krautheimer's Architectural Copy in 
Anglo-Saxon and French Romanesque Art." Finally, as the icing on 
the cake of a busy leave year, my wife, Molly, gave birth on June 27 
to a 7-pound 6-ounce baby boy named Oscar Scott Low. We are all 
doing well, if tired, and are looking forward to seeing everybody 
again when we return to Williamstown in the second week ofAugust." 

NANCY MOWLL MATHEWS 

"My Gauguin book was reviewed in the New York Times and the 
New Yorker as well as Gazette des Beaux-Arts and Apollo, among 

others. I was featured in the A&E channel's documentary on Van 
Gogh and Gauguin (''The Post-Impressionists"). I was also featured 
in a documentary on Mary Cassatt produced by a PBS station in 
Washington, D.C. I wrote for a Prendergast exhibition mounted by 
the Adelson Galleries in New York and participated in a 
Prendergast symposium sponsored by the NYU School of 
Continuing and Professional Studies. Otherwise, work continues 
on the exhibition and book Moving Pictures: The Un-Easy 
Relationship between Early Film and American Art, which is 
scheduled to open in the summer of2005 and will travel to NYU's 
Grey Art Gallery and one other venue. I have been speaking at 
colleges, universities, and museums on various aspects of this topic 
as well as teaching the grad program course last fall." 

ELIZABETH MCGOWAN 

"I had a great time teaching in the grad program this past spring 
(,Monument/Antimonument: The Art of Memorial') and had 
students prepare reports that covered topics as diverse as Raphael's 
design for the Chigi Chapel in Sta. Maria del Popolo to the impact 
of Gerhardt Richter's cycle of paintings of the Baader-Meinhoff 
group on collective memory in Germany. I myself am working on a 
comparative study of the effect on the viewer of ancient memorial 
structures that combine sculpture, architecture and text, with 
monuments designed today for commemorative purposes, especially 
the antimonuments in Germany and Austria. In addition I'm 
continuing my work on the origins of the Greek architectural orders 
and their relationship to early Greek architectural sculpture. For those 
who remember Liz and Guy with small babes in arms, by the time 
the Newsletter is published Rose will be 8 and George will be 6." 

CAROL OCKMAN 

Carol writes: "Until fall 2004 I am on sabbatical and will be 
working principally in New York on the major exhibition Sarah 
Bernhardt Live! that I am co-curating with Kenneth Silver. We will 
be preparing a substantial catalogue to accompany the show, which 
opens at The Jewish Museum in December 2005 and is expected to 
travel. In addition to the activities listed below, last fall I offered a 
new seminar entitled 'Manet's Olympia and Its Legacy: Sex, Race, 
and Prostitution in Nineteenth-Century France' (an undergraduate 
seminar, but popular with the graduate students, too)." She also lists 
a roster of recent activities, noting that she has had two articles 
published (or on the cusp of being so): "A Woman's Pleasure: 
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Ingres's Grande Odalisque," in Reclaiming Female Agency: Feminist 
Art History in the Postmodern Era, ed. Norma Broude and Mary 
Garrard (Berkeley: University of California Press), forthcoming 
2003-04 (reprinted from her book of 1995, Ingress Eroticized Bodies: 
Retracing the Serpentine Line); and "Sarah Bernhardt: Death and the 
Icon," European Theatre Iconography: Proceedings ofthe European 
Science Foundation Network, ed. Christopher Balme, Robert 
Erenstein, and Cesare Molinari (Rome: Bulzoni Editore, 2002). 
Among selected lectures and activities she notes giving the lecture 
"Androgynie et beaute feminine chez Ingres," in a five-day 
conference on Le Nu dans tart: De la beaute ideale au corps en 
morceaux, at the French Academy in Rome (in May 2003); serving 
this spring as a consultant to the exhibition My Mother Is an Artist, 
curated by Sheila Pepe for the Education Alliance Art School, New 
York; in March delivering the keynote address at the annual 
KU/MU Graduate Student Symposium, "Feminist Agendas: Ann 
Sutherland Harris' and Linda Nochlin's Women Artists, 1550-1950 
25 Years Later," at the University of Kansas; and in February being 
part of the public conversation with art historians Roger Benjamin, 
Richard Kendall, and historian David Prochaska held in conjunction 
with the exhibition Renoir and Algeria here at the Clark. She reports 
further ongoing projects, including "Who Do You Think You Are
Sarah Bernhardt?" The Icon and Mass Culture in the United States (a 
book-length study on Bernhardt as mass cultural icon); and, with 
Carrie Mae Weems, serving as co-curator of Artists on Olympia, an 
exhibition featuring the work of contemporary artists who have 
recast Manet's iconic image, scheduled for 2005. 
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RICHARD RAND 

In the past twelve months Richard has continued to be active in all 
aspects of the curatorial program at the Clark Art Institute, 
including curating the exhibition Turner: the Late Seascapes, shown 
at the Clark in the summer of 2003. He is currently working on 
exhibitions of the late works by Jacques-Louis David and of 
drawings by Claude Lorrain, both for 2005. Some early ideas for 
the Claude project, "Claude's Drawings: Between Nature and 
Culture," were presented at a conference held at the British School 
in Rome in June 2003. He also published a review of the exhibition 
Anne Vallayer-Coster: Painter to the Court ofMarie Antoinette in the 
November 2002 issue of The Burlington Magazine. 

LINDA SHEARER 

In addition to responsibilities at WCMA, Linda served on the grant 
selection panel of the Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative this year, 
distributing more than $700,000 to five institutions in and around 
the City of Brotherly Love. 

MARC SIMPSON 

Marc, in addition to serving as Acting Director for the fall semester, 
gave lectures across the country: '''You Must Do Your Own 

Thinking': Thomas Eakins's Credo, History's Demand" at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in September; "Arch-Apostle of the 
Dab and Spot School; or, Sargent 'twixt Manet and Monet" in a 
symposium devoted to Characteristics ofImpressionism in London at 
the Frist Center for the Visual Arts in Nashville in early October; 
in early November, at the Memphis Brooks Museum ofArt, 
"Yankee Urchins and Pie-Nurtured Maidens: Winslow Homer in 
1870s America"; "Absence of Color, Absence of Sunlight: John 
Singer Sargent's Early Venetian Paintings" at the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art in February; and "Homer's Early Career" at 
the Columbus Museum of Art in March. His review ofJohn Singer 
Sargent: Portraits ofthe 1890s was published in The Burlington 
Magazine in February. Marc continues to serve on the Visiting 
Committee of the Smith College Museum of Art and the Art 
Advisory Committee of the Terra Museum ofAmerican Art. 

STEFANIE SOLUM 

In spite of being on leave this spring, Stefanie supervised Christa 
Carroll's Qualifying Paper and Symposium presentation. She 
reports that she is busily planning new courses on Michelangelo, 
biography, and artistic identity. 

MEMORIAL TRIBUTES 

Two faculty members of great importance to the history of the Graduate Program died this academic year, leaving 
major holes in the community. We hope that personal reflections from the memorial services of both will be of interest. 

Julius Held, world renowned specialist in Dutch and Flemish art, died at his home in Bennington, Vermont, on 
December 22 at the age of 97. Amy Golahny '75 has written in the Historians ofNetherlandish Art Newsletter of his major 
contributions in the field of Rembrandt and Rubens studies and noting a roster of awards and honors to mark his scholarship; his 
more than three decades on the faculty of Barnard College, Columbia University; his advising of numerous institutions; and his 
collecting: (http://www.hnanews.org/2002/memoriam.htm). 

Julius's ties to Williams College and the Clark began in 1969, when he served as Visiting Clark Professor (an 
appointment he filled again in 1974), and then, commuting from the idyllic village of Old Bennington, his service as a much 
respected, somewhat feared, always memorable Williams College Visiting Professor from 1975 to 1981. 

John Walsh-Director Emeritus of the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles, a specialist in 17th-century Dutch 
painting, and the Held Lecturer here in 1990-was among the speakers at Professor Held's memorial service in Old Bennington 
on May 18, 2003. 

I was a graduate student ofJulius Held. No, I am a 
graduate student ofhis. Whatever else you become, and however 
long a time passes, you are always his student. 

Years after I finished at Columbia, and while I was 
working as a curator at the Metropolitan Museum ofArt, I 
would get sociable phone calls from him. First he would enquire 
about my work (and, I always thought, gently cast a bit of 
doubt on its seriousness), and then, at the end, he'd ask a favor 
exactly like the ones he'd askedfor the last dozen years: 'John, 
couldyou just check whether there's a good slide ofthe Veronese 
Baptism of Christ in the Prado and bring it by?" I was 
flattered: such was his hold on me. For twenty-five more years I 
was still getting him slides andphotographs. 

He was-still my teacher when he came to California 
with Anna and his two granddaughters at the age of94 to see 
my new museum. Though this was thirty-oddyears after I 
enrolled in my first seminar with him, when we walked in the 
galleries I felt I was taking some kind offinal exam - and 
maybe not even final! 

He kept that power over us by having very high 
standards and applying them relentlessly, no matter where or to 
whom. It seemedfair that he'd hold us to those standards 

because we could see that he applied them to his own work. For 
me and many others, his essays were like a great pianist's 
recordings: lucid interpretations that resultedfrom disciplined 
work, empathy for the composer's intentions, and passion. 
Writing about a painting or a drawing, Held put across the 
music the way a pianist does, tryingfor a persuasive account of 
the whole piece in all its technical and historical aspects. He 
believed that to interpret a picture in a satisfYing way, you need 
not only to get the parts right but also to make sense ofthe 
entire work. I never knew anyone so keen on specifics. He 
would confront us students with an unknown painting - one 
he'd taken offthe wall ofhis apartment on Claremont Avenue, 
stuffed in a shopping bag, and brought over to class - and ask 
us what it was. When we tried to duck and talk around the 
question with ideas, he'd say in a fierce tone ofvoice, "LOOKat 
it! Don't talk - look. Then tell us what you actually see. " Even 
now I can recall the flush ofshame those moments set off, and 
the little charge ofadrenaline. 

Thirty-odd summers ago he and I sat in his study in 
the barn at South Newfane picking apart the draft ofmy 
dissertation. At one point he got exasperated by my attempt to 
describe in general terms what I imagined were the motives of 
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seventeenth-century collectors ofseascapes. "W0it a minute, 
wait, " he said. with some anger in his voice, "these were real 
people, you need to give us specific cases. Do you know what 
William Blake said? He said. 'To Generalize is to be an Idiot. 
10 Particularize is alone distinction ofMerit. '" 

Much later on, by the way, I went back to Blake's 
writing and was surprised that that passage camefrom his remarks 
about Rubens, whom he didn't like at all (he called Rubens's 
colors "most contemptible''). Blake went on to express another 
idea that I recognizedfrom Julius Held's teaching about how 
major artists are never too proud to learn from other artists, and 
keep learning all their lives. Blake wrote, "The difference between 
a bad Artist and a Good One Is: The Bad Artist Seems to copy 
a Great deal. The Good One Really does Copy a Great deal. " 

Julius Held taught us about more than the history of 
art. For an untraveled American boy in his early twenties like 
me, the Helds' apartment on Claremont Avenue was a trip into 
another world. The walls were dense with paintings ofall 
periods that had no labels, there were sculptures, drawings,· 
venerable fUrniture, a harpsichord. Persian carpets ... and a 
strange fragrance in the air comingfrom the maid's room that 
served as the studio ofPim Held. She was the first restorer I 
ever saw at work. The fragrance was picture varnish, and with 
a painting on the easel she and her husband showed me what 
varnish does to give artists'paint surfaces a deeper, more 
saturated appearance. Even now the smell ofpicture varnish 
summons up the Helds' impossibly cultivated home. It also 
recalls my discovery, right there, that works ofart have physical 
lives and subtleties that I had never imagined. and that to 

know them intimately must be one ofthe great things in life· 
In his 70s, he rekindled his interest in the wartime 

history ofhis home town in Germany, which he had escaped 
before the Holocaust. Urged on by what he called survivor's 
guilt, plus a historian's curiosity, he returned to help the 
townspeople recall the destruction ofthe synagogue by the Nazis 
and to help create a monument to the Jews ofMosbach. He also 
re-opened the sad dossier ofa family friend whom he struggled. 
from the safety ofthe United States, to get releasedfrom a 
concentration camp, andfailed. That failure had haunted him, 
and now, finally, a halfcentury later, he could speak and write 
about it. 

The last time I visited him was three months before he 
died. He felt weak and told me so, but there was the Sunday 
New York Times magazine on the desk, which he wanted to 
talk about, and as usual there were several neatly laid-out letters 
from colleagues for me to read. He stopped talking after a while. 
Then, in a brighter tone ofvoice, he told me about the great 
surprise that had come to him recently, a sort ofcompensation 
for the failure ofhis body. He said he'd been having long, 
extraordinary dreams that were as vivid and colorfUl as movies, 
partly replays ofhis earlier life and often set in Mosbach (''with 
German sound track!" he said), in which people andplaces and 
events he hadn't thought aboutfor seventy or eighty years were 
returning to him with amazing clarity. "They go on and on, " he 
said. shaking his head. "and they're intensely pleasant - I can 
hardly see a boundary any more between waking and dreaming. " 

What a life, I thought, and what a gift the dreams are 
- a gift he deserves. 

Whitney Stoddard, who died on April 2 at the age of 90, was one of Williams College's justly legendary triumvirate of 
art historians, along with S. Lane Faison and William H. Pierson-men who made significant contributions to their respected 
scholarly fields while focusing on the teaching ofWilliams College undergraduates. They did this latter so effectively that they 
literally changed the face of American art history, founding what has become known as the "Williams Mafia." Whitney's major 
area of interest was French Gothic architecture and sculpture, but he also turned a sharp eye on western Massachusetts. His 
Reflections on the Architecture ofWilliams College (2001), with a preface by David C. Johnson '97, made palpable those thoughts 
on this place that had delighted generations of students who heard him lecture on the topic. The obituary circulated by the 
college can be found at http://www.williams.edu/admin/news/releases/archives/03/040203.html. 

At the Williams College faculty meeting of May 14, E.J. Johns~n had the solemn responsibility of contributing the 
traditional "memorial minute" in honor of Professor Emeritus Stoddard. 

When Whitney Snow Stoddard, Amos Lawrence Professor 
ofArt Emeritus, died on April 2, Williams College lost one ofthe 
great teacher/scholars in its history. Only a week earlier, he had 
celebrated his 90th birthday, singing Williams songs with his 
colleagues ofmore than 60 years, Lane Faison and Bill Pierson. 
Much weakened by a rare degenerative disease ofthe nervous 
system, Whitney nonetheless sang "The Mountains"from memory. 

A Williams graduate ofthe Class of1935 - he was 
vice president ofthe class, while his life-long friend. Richard 
Helms, later director ofthe CIA, was president - Whitney 
received his Ph.D. in art history from Harvard in 1941. He 
returned to Williams to teach in 1938, and it was as a member 
ofthis faculty that his entire professional career unfolded. with an 
interruption for service in the u.s. Navy between 1942 and 
1945.... Because he taught the first semester ofthe introductory 
art history course, Whitney was the one who first capturedfor 
the discipline those students who went on to form the infamous 
Williams Art Mafia. He did this through a combination of 

brilliant visual analysis, which opened students' eyes to a world 
they had never imagined they could understand. and wry wit. 
He had a stand-up comic's sense oftiming and a sarcastic edge 
to his voice that could bring the house down. He loved what he 
taught, and he swept his students up with that love. 

One ofhis greatest strengths as a teacher was his 
ability to train those ofus who studied with him to analyze 
works ofart almost as well as he did. ... 

Whitney's eye was his chiefweapon as a scholar. That 
was apparent in his first book, published by Harvard in 1952, 
The West Portals of Saint-Denis and Chartres, a study oftwo 
ofthe principal monuments ofearly Gothic sculpture. The first 
section ofhis first chapter was devoted to a careful investigation 
ofthe ornamental carving ofthe facade ofthe Abbey Church of 
Saint-Denis. That investigation revealed that almost all the 
ornament had been re-carved in the 19th century, so that 
Whitney could write proudly: "This conclusion disagrees with 
allprevious studies ofthe problem. " 

MEMORIAL TRIBUTES 

For Whitney, teaching and scholarship were 
inseparable. Because ofhis great enthusiasm for 20th-century 
architecture, he taught himselfits history and then gave his 
knowledge to students in a course called "Modern Architecture. " 
The course was so inspiring that an inordinately large number 
ofWilliams graduates took up architecture as a profession. His 
fascination with the buildings ofhis own time led to his next 
book, of1958, Adventure in Architecture, a study ofthe plan 
by a leading modernist architect, Marcel Breuer, for the 
Benedictine monastery ofSt. John the Baptist in Collegeville, 
Minnesota, then one ofthe largest Benedictine congregations in 
the world. Whitney was fascinated by the way a former student 
at the Bauhaus had succeeded in designing for an order founded 
in the 6th century. Few other writers on 20th-century 
architecture would have been capable ofunderstanding the 
complex relations between old and new in Breuer's buildings. 

The book that made Whitney's a household name 
among students ofmedieval art was his Monastery and 
Cathedral in France, published by Wesleyan University Press in 
1966. The product ofalmost thirty years ofon-site study, the 
book covered architecture, sculpture, stained glass, manuscript 
illumination, and church fUrnishings from around 1050 to 
around 1530, with a focus on the great French monuments of 
the 12th and 13th centuries: Vtzelay, Autun, Chartres, Bourges, 
Reims, Amiens. The sweep is vast, the understanding ofthe 
material intimate and vital. Most ofthe beautifUlphotographs 
were taken by Whitney himself, who had trained himselfin 
photography because the images he needed to make his points 
were mostly unavailable. The book established Whitney as a 
major figure in his field. As a founding member ofthe 
International Center for Medieval Art, he was honored with a 
festschrift, a special edition ofthe Center'sjournal, GESTA, 
dedicated to him. 

Whitney's compendium on French medieval art was 
followed in 1973 by a highly specialized study, The Fa~ade of 
Saint-Gilles du Garde: Its Influence on French Sculpture, an 
exhaustive visual analysis ofa major ensemble of12th-century 
architecture and sculpture. Now, however, he had moved to the 
south ofFrance, where he was spending part ofevery summer 

-~ <
directing the excavation ofthe monastery ofPsalmodi. 
Eventually Whitney and his team turned up the superimposed 
remnants ofan Early Christian, a Carolingian, a Romanesque, 
and a late Gothic church, all on top ofa Roman villa. 
Generations ofWilliams students joined that dig, which became 
an extension ofWhitney's classroom. His son, Brooks, is now 
preparing the Psalmodi materialfor publication. In the book on 
Saint-Gilles, Whitney attempted to separate out the hands ofthe 
anonymous carvers who had made its sculpture. His interest in 
identifYing nameless sculptors by the quirks oftheir individual 
styles came to dominate his last years as a productive scholar, 
before his eyesight failed. 

Urged by Norton to re-issue his book of1952, he 
decided to let it stand. but to accompany it, under the same 
cover, with a brave new companion called Sculptors of the 
West Portals of Chartres Cathedral. The new volume, 
published in 1987, includes essays by several students in the 
graduate program in art history offered by Williams and the 
Clark Art Institute, students who had taken seminars on the 
sculpture ofChartres with Whitney. He had an admirable 
aversion to se/fpromotion, and so it was typical that his 
students shouldget by-lines in his book. Two ofthose students 
now form part ofa new generation ofthe Williams museum 
mafia: one curator ofAmerican art at the National Gallery in 
Washington [Frank Kelly '79] and the other director ofthe 
Ringling Museum in Sarasota [John Wetenhall '82]. Toward 
the end ofthe book Whitney offered an astounding hypothesis: 
that the sculptor who apparently signed his name, Gislebertus, 
to one ofthe great sculptural monuments ofthe Romanesque 
period. the portal at Autun, also carved the greatest work of 
early Gothic sculpture, the central portal ofthe west facade of 
the Cathedral at Chartres. Whitney's great eye led him to take 
this breathtaking leap, which not all scholars have been brave 
enough to follow. 

All ofus who came into the art department to teach 
while Whitney was aroundprofitedfrom his great generosity of 
spirit. He wanted us to be at least as good as he was at teaching, 
and he coaxed us into having the confidence in our knowledge 
to throwaway our notes and talk to our classes directly. His 
successor as the departmental medievalist, Peter Low, is the last 
to be so lucky, By chance, Peter and Whitney plow the same 
fUrrow, French sculpture ofthe 12th century. As one can 
imagine, Peter's approach to that material is very different, but 
that in no way stood in the way offriendship and mutual 
respect. In a sense, Peter was Whitney's last student. When Peter, 
who is away on an assistant professor leave, heard ofWhitney's 
death, he sent an e-mail that sums up Whitney's life with the 
eloquence it deserves. I quote with Peter's permission: 

I for one willprofoundly miss not seeing that simultaneously 
boyish and wise smile again. From what I knew ofhim, that 
smile spoke volumes about Whitney's whole approach to life. 
Dedicated to his work to a degree that few in any profession 
could ever match, deeply knowledgeable in his field, and 
armed with the sharpest powers ofobservation, he was 
nonetheless first andforemost a warm and compassionate 
man, a lover ofpeople and ofhuman interaction, always 
brimming with joy and always seeing what was best (and 
humorous) in things. He has left us all, even those ofus like 
myselfwho only knew him in his last few years, with a 
brilliant (in every sense ofthat word) model to follow. 

We are grateful to John Walsh, E.J. Johnson, and Peter 
Low for their permission to share these personal reflections. 

ROBERT STERLING CLARK VISITING PROFESSORS IN THE HISTORY OF ART 

Renata Holod, a distinguished scholar in the field of Islamic art and culture from the University of Pennsylvania, was the 
Visiting Clark Professor (VCP) in the fall semester. Her seminar, "Between Optics and Aesthetics: Concepts of the Beautiful in 
Islamic Art," was fully subscribed and deeply rewarding for the students; already one paper from the class has been delivered to 
an outside audience (see the note on Don Meyer '03), and one student is at work in an Islamic collection over the summer (see 
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the note on Keelan Loftin '04). Renata's undergraduate course, "Visual Culture of the Islamic World," also had a graduate 
component that turned into an intense, regular Wednesday evening event for the lucky participants. Her public lecture was 
dedicated to various approaches of exploring historic landscapes, their formation, and their meaning. Based on her field 
experiences in Syria, Iran, and Central Asia, the lecture focused on an ongoing archaeological and ethno-historical survey of the 
island of Jerba, Tunisia. In the midst of all this, Renata also organized an exhibition of calligraphic works for WCMA, From the 
Two Pens: Line and Color in Islamic Art. Most of the works in the show were from the University of Pennsylvania Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthropology; they included a 14th-century Koran and late-19th-century Ottoman calligraphic exercises, as 
well as prints by the contemporary artist Zarina. Such words as "style," "verve," and "enthusiasm" are the ones that come to 
mind for Renata, their justice best epitomized by two facts. First: Renata promoted the notion of leading a portion of the Winter 
Study Trip-she shared the treasures of Istanbul with the group in January. Second: she is the first VCp' to our knowledge, to 
have gliding sessions at the North Adams Regional Airport-giving her a view on Williamstown's historic landscape unlike any 
that we are likely to experience. 

Wanda Com, the Robert and Ruth L. Halperin Professor in Art History at Stanford University, was with us in the 
spring. Her two courses-"Transatlantic Modernism: Paris and New York in the Early Twentieth Century" and, for the graduate 
seminar, ''American and European Art between the Wars"-grew from the subject of her most recent book, The Great American 
Thing: Modern Art and National Identity, 1915-1935, which won the Charles C. Eldredge Prize for Distinguished Scholarship in 
American Art for 2000. Wanda's public lecture, delivered on March 18, was topical: "The Case for Transatlantic Modernism: 
Marsden Hartley's Native Amerika" tied directly to the splendid monographic Hartley exhibition then on view at the Wadsworth 
Atheneum in Hartford, to whose accompanying catalogue she contributed an essay. In many ways, Wanda epitomized the very 
best of the traditions established by the decades-long Clark Professorship: a distinguished and well-earned reputation in her field; a 
predilection for exploring new terrains for academic inquiry; experience in both the academic and museum realms; and a marked 
concern with the history and methods of her discipline. But among the points that especially stood out over the semester were 
her generosity toward the students-reading and critiquing a number of projects outside the classroom-and her clarity of 
thought and expression in the service of a complex history. 

The next academic year will bring another infusion of dynamism and energy to the Program. In the fall, Whitney 
Chadwick, Professor ofArt at San Francisco State University and a leading scholar of 20th-century art whose work has had a 
profound impact on feminist scholarship and gender studies, will serve as the Visiting Robert Sterling Clark Professor. She will 
teach an undergraduate course on ''American Art: The 1960s and 1970s" and a graduate seminar called "Reading/Re-reading Les 
Demoiselles d'Avignon." Her public lecture, ''Amazons and Warriors: New Images of Femininity in Early-Twentieth-Century 
France," will be on Tuesday, September 30. Mark your calendars now if you are to be anywhere in the vicinity-it would be 
great to see you at the lecture! 

In the spring, Mario Carpo, Head of the Study Center at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal and 
Associate Professor, School of Architecture in Saint-Etienne, France, as well as Researcher at the School ofArchitecture in 
Grenoble, will assume the Clark chair. He will teach "Introduction to the History ofArchitectural Theory" at the 300-level and a 
graduate seminar called "Compasses to Computers: Principles and Devices ofArchitectural Design in the Classical Tradition." 

THE STERLING & FRANCINE CLARK ART INSTITUTE LIBRARY 

SUSAN ROEPER 

Librarian 

Are you wondering how the exciting Clark Art Institute campus expansion program is going to affect the library? First, we 
expect to expand the library into somEof the former gallery spaces in the 1973 building and are therefore busy conducting space 
analyses and playing with new ways to shelve the collections. In addition, we are planning to install a partially automated 
circulation system so that staffs moving to the new buildings will be able to check-out materials to their offices. We plan to 
remain a noncirculating collection, however, and hope to retain the informal use of the orange cards (remember those?) for use 
within the 1973 building. And, last but not least, we imagine looking west to views of Stone Hill behind the reflecting pool that 
is envisioned to take the place of what is now a rather large parking lot. 

The library continues to expand the collection into new areas, including late-twentieth-century and contemporary art. 
This past August, we acquired a collection of nearly 800 titles from the collection of the Canadian artist Micah Lexier. Micah's 
collection is strong in conceptual art and includes many artists' books. Representative artists covered include Sol LeWitt, Daniel 
Buren, Hanne Darboven, and Lawrence Wiener. Additionally, the library was the grateful beneficiary of a gift of books on Meso
American art from the collection of Samuel Y. and Dorothy D. Edgerton, given in memory of Peter Martineau Edgerton. 

In the spring of 2002 we received a grant from the Research Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG), to digitize a selection of 
materials from the Hanson Collection on the History of Photomechanical Reproduction. We selected 4,500 images from the 
collection to submit to RLG's Cultural Materials Initiative, where they will be mounted later this year. We also are mounting a 
selection of these images in the library's online catalogue. Along with the College Art Department, we continue to test the 
Mellon Foundation's ARTstor project that promises to deliver the digital equivalent of the world's largest slide room on a 

subscription basis. Marc Simpson was the first faculty member to immerse himself in this new environment for the classroom, 
and we thank him immensely for agreeing to give it another go-round. 

News from the library staff includes Peter Erickson's receipt of a Worldwide Books award for publication for his pair of 
essays "Images ofWhite Identity in Othello," in Othello: New Critical Essays, ed. Philip C. Kolin (New York: Routledge, 2002), and 
"Can We Talk about Race in Hamlet?" in Hamlet: New Critical Essays, ed. Arthur F. Kinney (New York: Routledge, 2002). 
Penny Baker was appointed by the Art Libraries Society of North America to a task force analyzing the Library of Congress 
classification scheme for the history of photography. And, finally, the library served as host to interns enrolled in the graduate 
library school at SUNY Albany and Bennington College. Amanda Herman spent the fall semester working and training as a 
cataloguer and Althea Bryant created an exhibition history of the library's rare book collection. 

STERLING AND FRANCINE CLARK ART INSTITUTE, 

REsEARCH AND ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

DARBY ENGLISH 

Acting Associate Director of Research and Academic Programs 

As its ever-growing international profile would suggest, the Clark's Research and Academic Programs (RAP) is an institute that 
never ceases to whirr with dynamic energy. The remarkable year that just ended came to a close only in late June, when we 
hosted the annual General Assembly of the association of Research Institutes in the History of Art (RIHA), comprising twenty 
institutes from thirteen countries. Between its meetings at various Clark venues and social events at local restaurants, WCMA, 
and MASS MoCA, the thirteen-delegate cohort was for two days the very token of the border-bashing, discipline-enriching 
gathering place that the RAP strives to be. This was a particularly auspicious occasion given the recent reelection of Michael 
Holly, director of the RAP, to a second consecutive term as Chair ofARIAH (Association of Research Institutes in Art History), 
making the Clark its hub for another four years. 

In August 2002 the 2002-2003 season began with Viennese Ghosts: Culture and PoEtics, a symposium presented in 
conjunction with the Clark's four summer exhibitions on Vienna. The symposium gathered leac!.ing historians of Viennese politics, 
philosophy, psychoanalysis, music, and art, and explored the city's cultural life around 1900 and the reach of its long shadow into 
the present. This year's Clark/Getty Workshops were organized around the questions defining the relationship of art history to 
biography, leading, in the autumn session, to an intense discussion at the Clark that was followed by a lively public debate in January 
at the Getty. The fall schedule was rounded out by another installment in our series of invitation colloquia-small, semiprivate 
gatherings of researchers who wish to discuss topics of mutual interest, perhaps in preparation for a book. "Constructivism and 
the Delimitation of Context" was organized by Maria Gough of Stanford University and sought to reopen the question of Russian 
Constructivism's international reach in the wake of the many documents found in the archives after the demise of the Soviet Union. 

Perhaps the most significant fruits of a ~eemingly endless winter were the many warm nights spent in the company of 
the Clark Fellows, at both the lectures many of them give during their stays and at the dinners that follow. So great was the 
culinary enthusiasm for these potluck evenings that the 2002-2003 cohort has set to work compiling a recipe book that, the 
Fellows hope, will be supplemented by later residents of the house and circulated. In all, twenty-two fellows were with us this 
year, their stays varying in length from one to ten months between July 2002 and this past June. In the early spring, eighteen 
new Clark Fellows were appointed for 2003-2004. 

In March we welcomed the editors of the major journals in art history and criticism for the year's second invitational 
colloquium, Art History and Its Journals. The colloquium aimed both to position the role of the journal in the processes of the 
discipline and also to identifY strategies that might be adopted for the development of art history along a range of trajectories. 
The principal concern of the assembled was the dynamic between the academic journal and the discipline, and between reaction 
and innovation, which are always in constant flux. 

The third volume of Clark Studies in the Visual Arts, The Art Historian: National Traditions, Institutional Practices 
(copublished by the Clark and Yale University Press), debuted in the weeks just before the spring conference. It is more than a 
pleasure to report that Yale is reporting steady and strong domestic and European orders for the volumes, and that, by the time 
this newsletter goes to press, our first two volumes will have entered their second printings. The fourth volume, Anthropologies of 
Art, will be released in the spring of 2004. It will cover the proceedings of the Clark Conference held here this April. Anthropologies 
brought together leading art historians and anthropologists for two days of talks and discussion about the intersections and divergences 
between their disciplines. Issues addressed included the academic study of art and anthropology as well as museum practices. 

We designed the summer to be a quiet one in the RAp, and that's a good thing, because it was a summer of transition. 
After four years spent helping Michael Holly steer this program onto its current course, I have accepted a position as assistant 
professor of art history at the University of Chicago, where I will be teaching American and contemporary art beginning this 
autumn. At the same time, we are pleased to welcome Mark Ledbury, formerly a lecturer in art history at the University of 
Manchester and a specialist in French art of the eighteenth century, to the post of associate director of the RAP. Mark's is likely a 
familiar name to recent alumni, as he was a Clark Fellow in the spring of 2002. We are thrilled to have a person of Mark's natural 
talent and enthusiasm in the role. Those ofyou new to the Graduate Program have a treat ahead of you in Mark, whose involvement 
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with the Program will no doubt be strong. Expect the academic bug to continue to bite him-just as it has Michael (who will 
reprise her role as instructor of the first-year methodology course this fall) and me [this past year Darby both participated in the 
QP and Symposium process and led a section of the Methods course] -and that this will lead him straight to the Program's door. 

THE JUDITH M. LENETT MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP AND LECTURE 

The Lenett Fellowship is named afterJudith M. Lenett, who enrolled in the Graduate Program in the fall 0/1981 with a 
particular and dedicated interest in American art and art conservation. Her studies and career were cut short when she became ill with 
cancer, to which she succumbed in 1987. The core 0/the Lenett Fellowship is the time spent working in the Williamstown Art 
Conservation Center during the student's secondyear, focusing on one or a small group 0/objects chosen by the student in consultation 
with the staff Analysis 0/its physical makeup, assessment 0/current condition, proposalfor treatment, and the treatment itselfmove 
hand in hand with art-historical considerations to allow the Fellow a thorough, multifaceted knowledge 0/the work. This forms the 
topic 0/a public lecture that the Lenett Fellow gives in the spring. 

Jordan Kim '03 was the Lenett Fellow for the academic year 2002-2003. Interested especially in American architecture 
and decorative arts, Jordan began lab and research work on a number of objects over the year. She focused the majority of her 
time, however, on a splendid large cabinet made in the Byrdcliffe Colony workshops ofWoodstock, New York, probably 

LECTURES BY THE CLARK FELLOWS 2002-2003 
September 17 John Onians (University of East Anglia) 

"The Black Box and the Masterpiece: Biology and the History of Art History" 

October 8 Rodolphe Rapetti (Direction des Musees de France) 
"Conservation or Subversion? Emile Bernard and the Notion of Artistic Tradition" 

October 29 Guy Hedreen (Williams College) 
"'Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down': The Bondage of Hera, Dionysiac Release, and Ritual Inversion in Greek Art" 

November 5 Marc Godieb (University ofToronto) 
"Stain, Splatter, and Pour: How to Paint Blood in the Nineteenth Century" 

November 12	 Cecile Whiting (UCLA) 
"Pop's L.A." 

November 19	 Nicholas Mirzoeff (SUNY Stony Brook) 
"Strange Attractors: Jewish Queer Affinities in the Age of Oscar Wilde" 

December 3	 Angela Rosenthal (Dartmouth College) 
"Bad Dreams: Race and 'The Nightmare' of 1781" 

January 28	 James Herbert (UC Irvine) 
"Crossroads of the King: The Position of the Divine at Louis XIV's Versailles" 

February 11	 Ellen Wtley-Todd (George Mason University) 
"Making a Waist: Workers, Wearers, and Fashion's Image before the 1911 Triangle Fire" 

March 4	 Ruth Phillips (University of British Columbia) 
"Native American and European Arts in the Great Lakes: Material and Visual Negotiations of the 'Middle 
Ground'" 

March 25	 Jill DeVonyar and Richard Kendall (Independent scholars; Richard is, as well, an adjunct curator at the Clark) 
"Degas and the Dance" 

April 22	 Ludmilla Jordanova (University of East Anglia) 
"The Allure of Self-Portraiture" 

April 29	 Werner Gundersheimer (Folger Library) 
"On the Road: American Women Travelers in Italy, 1830-1914" 

May 6	 Mark Phillips (University of British Columbia) 
"Historical Distance: Some Literary and Visual Mediations" 

May 13	 Carter Foster (Cleveland Museum of Art) 
"What Do Life Drawings Mean? Aspects of a Practice in 18th-Century France" 

RESEARCH AND ACADEMIC PROGRAMs/LENETT/LECTURES 

berween 1903 and 1905. This year the Lenett Lecture, "A 
Byrdcliffe Colony Arts and Crafts Cabinet-Mysteries of a 
Mute Landscape," was on May 7. Hugh Glover, objects 
conservator at the Williamstown Art Conservation Center 
(WACq and Jordan's principal supervisor over the year, 
introduced her. The subject of Jordan's stylish and often 
witty fifty-minute lecture was a large oak cabinet, with a 
moonlit landscape painted across its rwo doors, owned by 
the Woodstock Guild. The cabinet was undergoing 
conservation treatment at WACC in preparation for the 
centennial exhibition of the Byrdcliffe Colony. Jordan spoke of the colony's founders, their precepts, its short history, and its 
considerable achievement, then focused on the painted panels and their context within the teaching of Arthur Wesley Dow. 

Jordan was the ninth Lenett Fellow, joining the roster with Lydia Hemphill '95, Sue Canterbury '96, Ashley West '97, 
Mikka Gee Conway '98, Austen Barron Bailly '99, Adam Greenhalgh '00, Jennifer Cabral '01, and Rob Sliflcin '02. Emy 
Kim has been named the Lenett Fellow for 2003-2004. 

THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM AT CAA 2003 

Once again, the combined lunch of the Graduate Program and the Clark Art Institute's Research and Academic 
Programs was the social high point of the College Art Association annual meeting, held last February in New York City. The 
room was abuzz with groups merging and breaking apart and then forming anew. I heard much news, a little gossip, and the air 
was pierced by more than a few squeals-so others must have been hearing good things, too. The only way the event could be 
better would be if even more of the alums gathered-so don't be shy! The preliminary program for the past rwo years has 
advertised the event solely as the Clark's-through no fault of the Clark staff and always corrected in the final program to being 
a joint project. The preliminary program snafu will probably happen again. But that is no reason to hang back. If things proceed 
as we anticipate, the Clark and the Graduate Program will share the event again next year in Seattle, and it will be grand to see 
vast legions of you there. 

Some graduates of the Program took a more active, public role in the meetings; organizing sessions or delivering papers. 
Julie Aronson '83 spoke elegantly and eloquently on a subject whose title initially caused a smile to play across many faces in 
the audience: "Reconstructing Porkopolis: The Cincinnati Wing at the Cincinnati Art Museum"-"Porkopolis"? A far cry in 
many ways from "The Village Beautiful"! Julia Bernard '82 transposed an American slogan of the 19th century in both time 
and space, delivering "'Go West': German Artists in the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s and the Issue of National Identity." Some 
people organize sessions and have trouble finding a sufficient number of engaging papers to fill the time. Some, such as Stephen 
F. Eisenman 79, have the opposite (and delightful) problem. Hence his session for the Radical Art Caucus devoted to "An and 
Labor" ended up having rwo parts, meeting on both Friday and Saturday. Heather Galloway '89 gave a paper called ''An Artist 
Treats a Painting: Clyfford Still's 'Corrective' Treatment of 1957K" De-nin D. Lee '95 delivered a paper with the kind of title that 
makes everyone who wasn't there regret that fact: "Things to Do with a Handscroll Painting: Finding Meaning for the Ear-Picker." 
Curiosity-inducing, right? Pamela A. Patton '87 spoke of "Jewish Converts and Criminals in the Cantigas de Santa Maria: 
Testimonies ofText and Image." And Ashley West '97 participated in the open session devoted to the Renaissance imagination 
with a paper entitled "New Beginnings for Renaissance Florence: Lucretius and Piero di Cosimo's Early Man Panels." 

The Williams faculty, too, played a part. Michael J. Lewis was the discussant at a session on "The Gothic Revival and 
the Middle Ages: Alteration, Restoration, Recovery, and Memory." And the Visiting Croghan Professor of Religion who was on 
campus this spring, Henry Maguire (The Johns Hopkins University), spoke on "The Invalidation of the Icon." 

WILLIAMSTOWN AND NORTH ADAMS MUSEUMS 

(a compendium drawn from websites, press releases, and personal notes) 

The staff at the Williams College Museum of Art (WCMA) maintained its phenomenally busy schedule of exhibitions 
and events this year, many of them curated or coordinated by alumnae of the program. Vivian L. Patterson '80 oversaw such 
projects as the witty Medieval Art from the Permanent Collection, which set works by Cindy Sherman and Kathleen Gilje amid a 
selection of medieval paintings, textiles, and sculptures. Stefanie Spray Jandt '93 also contributed to the roster with From the 
Two Pens: Line and Color in Islamic Art, assisting Visiting Clark Professor Renata Holod, and with Chronicling Faith: Maksim 
Dmitriev and the Renaissance o/Orthodox Monasticism in Late Imperial Russia, co-curated with William G. Wagner, Brown 
Professor of History. Lisa Dorin '00, too, had her hand in the exhibition pie with, among other projects, the installations in 
WCMA's "Media Field" gallery ("pol-i-tick, " artists' videos addressing the state of the union, was up this spring) and the show 
Influences: New Architectural WOrk by H. H. Benedict. 
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GRADUATE PROGRAM 
SPONSORED LECTURES 

2002-2003 
October 1-2 

George Heard Hamilton Lectures 

Richard Shiff 
Effie Marie Cain Regents Chair in Art and 
Director, Center for the Study of Modernism, 
The University ofTexas at Austin 

"Test Pattern: Animation in Modern Painting 
and Other Mediums" 

October 22 

Clark Visiting Professor Lecture 

Renata Holod 
Professor of Art, University of Pennsylvania 

"Landscape: Between Display and Social 
Order" 

March 18 

Clark Visiting Professor Lecture 

Wanda Corn 
Robert and Ruth L. Halperin Professor in Art 
History, Stanford University 

"The Case for Transatlantic Modernism: 
Marsden Hartley's Native Amerika" 

April 15-16 

Julius S. Held Lectures 

Mariet Westermann 
Director of the Institute of Fine Arts and 
Professor of Fine Arts, New York University 

"Performing Forebears: Memory at Work in 
Seventeenth-Century Dutch Painting": part 1, 
"The Young Rembrandt and the Lure of 
Classical Antiquity"; part 2, "Paradoxes of 
Jan Steen" 

April 25 (co-sponsored with Chapin Library) 

Roderick Cave 
Formerly Foundation Professor of Librarianship 
at Victoria University ofWellington, New 
Zealand, and the former head of Information 
Studies at Nanyang University of Singapore 

"The English Tradition in Nature Printing" 

May 7 

Ninth Annual Judith M. Lenen Lecture 

S. Jordan Kim '03 
"A Byrdcliffe Colony Arts and Crafts 

Cabinet-Mysteries of a Mute Landscape" 

Among current students working at WCMA, Patty Hickson 
'03 both assisted Deborah Rothschild with the landmark Prelude to a 
Nightmare: Art, Politics, and Hitler's Early Years in Vienna 1906-1913, 
which was up in the fall, and undertook, under Deborah's supervision, 
her own eerily chilling, aesthetically strong ~it Until Dark: Night 
Photography from the Collection ofJay Richard DiBiaso. The exhibition, 
which ran from February through early July, drew on the collection of 
a Williams undergraduate alumnus from the class of 1978. Patty 
identified a significant subgroup within his collection: a series of 
photos depicting night. The chosen works-by Lewis Baltz, Jeff 
Brouws, Harvey Caplin, Michael Corridore, William Grenier, Todd 
Hido, Michael Kenna, David Levinthal, O. Winston Link, Richard 
Misrach, James Shulman, George Tice, Thomas Tulis, and Henry 
Wessel-were installed handsomely so as to highlight their formal 
complexity and thematic richness. The exhibition HAl Cartoons, 
Caricatures, and Satire from the Williams College Museum ofArt was 
done by Nancy Mowll Mathews with the assistance of Ellery Foutch 
'03, Ben Tilghman '03, and Christa Carroll '03-a team that 
brought varying notions of the funny to their difficult task of selecting, 
installing, and explaining the humorous. Much of the museum's 
activity in the spring centered on the handsome exhibition Tibet: 
Mountains and Valleys, Castles and Tents from the Newark Museum 
Collection, including a concert of Tibetan music and dance and the 
fascinating, almost mesmerizing creation of a sand mandala by 
monks-followed by its ritual destruction. 

At Chapin Library, along with the continuing exhibition of 
The Founding Documents of the United States---original printings of 
the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the 
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights, together with George 
Washington's copy of the Federalist Paper~and such temporary lobby 
exhibitions as Conversatio: Cistercian Monastic Lift (a series of 
photographs by Lance Hidy of life in Holy Cross Abbey near 
Berryville in Clarke County, Virginia) and Season's Greetings by C B. 
Falls (a selection of decorative New Year's posters by the American 
artist Charles Buckles Falls, 1874-1960)-there were two major 
exhibitions this spring. Up now is The Heavens Revealed: Classics of 
Astronomy from Ptolemy to Copernicus to Einstein, a display of 
important books in the history of astronomy drawn largely from the 
collection of Professor Jay M. Pasachoff (an event timed to honor his 
60th birthday and the beginning of his 32nd year of teaching at 
Williams). Earlier, through May 2, Chapin hosted an exhibition 
organized by Don G. Meyer '03-the culmination of his two-year 
work-study project. Called Reading Material' The Incarnation ofIdeas, 
the show explored how books literally embody conceprs. To 
demonstrate this, Donny (under the guidance oflibrarians Robert 
Volz and Wayne Hammond) selected thirty-two books, or parts of 
books, from the collections of Chapin. Some revealed how the books 
took form: a 1790 first edition of Goethe's Faust in unbound 
gatherings;·or the Library's earliest manuscript book, a copy of the 
Gospels in Latin produced at Charlemagne's scriptoriurn in Tours, 
France, about the year 800, showing evidence of how its sheets of 
animal skin were prepared for writing; or incomplete additions to a 
1470 edition of Plutarch's Lives that reveal how initial letters were 
drawn in early printed books. More recent items included Sherman F. 
Denton's Moths and Butterflies ofthe United States East ofthe Rocky 
Mountains of 1900, whose illustrations were formed by actual insect 
wings. In conjunction with the exhibition, Chapin and the Graduate 
Program cosponsored a lecture given by Roderick Cave, noted 
authority on the history of printing and one of the artists represented 

in the exhibition, on April 25: 'The English Tradition in Nature Printing." Cave discussed prints made directly from leaves and 
flowers (or from fish, snakes, and other animals), from manufactured items such as lace, and then considered the interplay 
between nature printing and early photographic techniques. 

At MASS MoCA, Laura Heon '98 continued an impressive tun of exhibitions and projects. Up now, and running 
through next spring, are two large shows. Yankee Remix: Artists Take on New England records what happens when the vast and 
diverse collections of the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities (SPNEA), hence the "Yankee," become the 
raw material for nine contemporary artists, hence the "remix" (the nine are Rina Banerjee, Huang Yong Ping, Manfred Pernice, 
Annette Messager, Ann Hamilton, Zoe Leonard, Martin Kersels, Lorna Simpson, and Frano Violich). Fantastic, MASS MoCA's 
second exhibition, shows art that depicts things poised between the possible and the impossible, drawing on extant photo series 
by Gregory Crewdson and new works by Miguel Calderon, Nils Norman, Alicia Framis, and Temporary Services with Angelo. 
Earlier in the season, one of the highlights of the exhibition schedule was Mirror, Mirror, for which Jane Simon '03 served as 
curator. That exhibit, the product of her work-study assignment, opened on October 5. Jane brought together ten works of 
contemporary art that had mirrors as primary components by artists as distinct as Patty Chang, Maureen Connor, Olafur 
Eliasson and Jeroen Jacobs, Felix Gonzales-Torres, Jeff Koons, Christian Marclay, Donna Neild, Alyson Shotz, and Carrie 
Yamaoka. The mirror-works-by virtue of their mirrors being cracked, framed, faceted, inserted into a television set, interwoven 
with transparent glass, and used as camouflage-raised significant issues of identity and symbolism. Mirror, Mirr()rwas the 
seventh in a continuing series of exhibitions organized by Graduate Program students for MASS MoCA. 

The exhibition program at the Clark Art Institute was no less ambitious. Tadao Ando: Architect featured the 
achievement of the preeminent architect whose design for the new Clark campus is slated to take form over the next several 
years. Complementing this was Art in Nature: The Clark Art Institute Today and Tomorrow, with elaborate computer graphics to 
aid visitors in visualizing the planned changes specific to this place. For the spring, Roger Benjamin organized Renoir and Algeria, 
centered on the Clark's own Mademoiselle Fleury in Algerian Costume, accompanied by roughly a dozen other paintings by Renoir 
and a suite of truly engaging documentary photographs: Over this summer there is a special installation called Sacred and 
Profane, which features two rarely seen Clark-owned baroque paintings: Fray Julian's Vision ofthe Ascension ofthe Soul ofKing 
Philip II ofSpain by Murillo and Portrait ofKonstanze von Habsburg, Archduchess ofCentral Austria, Later Queen ofPoland (1604) 
by Joseph Heintz the Elder, in addition to other Clark paintings and loans from private collections. A second gallery is devoted 
to prints and drawings by Rembrandt and Rubens from the Clark collection and from the estate of the late Julius S. Held (these 
two galleries have been coordinated by curators Richard Rand and James Ganz '88, respectively). The Clark's principal summer 
show is Turner: The Late Seascapes, which has been organized by James Hamilton of the University of Birmingham, U.K., and is 
centered on the Institute's newly cleaned Rockets and Blue Lights. With a focus on the seascapes painted by J. M. W. Turner 
during the final decades of his career, the thirty-odd paintings and watercolors, including many never before seen in the United 
States, represent Turner at the height of his artistic powers. 

Williamstown and North Adams are two small towns at the far western edge of Massachusetts. A great deal of 
important art, however, has found its home here in such institutions as the Clark and at Williams College, away from the hurly
burly of urban environments. And, as this quick summary reveals, much happens on a more temporary basis. 

THE GRADUATE SYMPOSIUM 2003 
To the best ofour knowledge Williams is the only graduate program, MA. or Ph.D., that organizes a symposium in which all 

its graduating students participate. Symposium papers are developedfrom the longer (7,500 word) QualifYing Paper that each student 
writes during the second-year Winter Study period, this essay being a revision and refinement ofwork presented earlier during one ofthe 
student's first three semesters. 

The 2003 Spring Symposium took place on Friday and Saturday, June 6-7. Thirteen presentations--each a model of 
interesting argument, clear exposition, and persuasive delivery-enlightened the audience of family, friends, colleagues, and 
Clark staff on a wide variety of topics. The individual sessions, each of two or three papers, were followed by discussions and 
questions from the audience. These last, along with some unscripted moments in a few of the presentations, allowed the speakers 
to reveal scholarly dialogic skills and, on occasion, improvisatory rhetoric and comedic timing. The speakers and their topics, 
with their faculty advisers in parentheses, follow. 

Esther Susan Bell: "Between Public and Private: Pierre-Antoine Baudouin and His Oeuvre" (Richard Rand) 

Christa Carroll: "Style as Meaning: Pontormo's Joseph with Jacob in Egypt Reconsidered" (Stefanie Solum) 

Kimberly A. Conaty: '''The Sheer Obstinacy' of Gerhard Richter" (Charles W. Haxthausen) 

Ellery Foutch: "George Luks's The Spielers Reconsidered" (Nancy Mowll Mathews) 

Katie L. Hanson: "Olympia as Danae: Myth, Modernity, and the Prostitute" (Carol J. Ockman) 

Patricia Hickson: "Disney Dystopia: The Subversion of Mickey Mouse in Contemporary Art" (Ondine Chavoya) 

S. Jordan Kim: "Dreams That Money Can Build: Robert W. Shoppell's How to Build, Furnish, and Decorate' (Michael J. Lewis) 

Catherine P. Malone: '''Demure and Decorous Always': Robert Frederick Blum's Japanese Girl' (Marc Simpson) 
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Don G. Meyer: "The Phantom Landscape: Winslow Homer's Two Guide!' (Marc Simpson)
 

Jane Simon: "Chris Burden's B-Car. Mobility, Sex, and Los Angeles" (Ondine Chavoya)
 

Benjamin C. Tilghman: "Seeing and Hearing the Word of God in the Book ofKells" (Peter Low and Henry Maguire)
 

Pan Wendt: "Letters from The World's Most Famous Unknown Artist" (Laura Heon)
 

Elizabeth Winborne: "Winslow Homer's Fish and Butterflies: Reflections on Abstraction and Decoration" (Marc Simpson)
 

After the talks on Friday, the Clark's Print Room was opened to allow study of some of the works that were being 
addressed in the talks. That evening WCMA hosted a reception in honor of the class of 2003, an event in which the museum's 
staff celebrated the achievements of the class and toasted them as they entered the next phase of their careers. Saturday's sessions 
closed with a lunch on the South Lawn of the Clark-the light rain did little to dampen the celebratory mood. By the time of 
the Hooding Ceremony that evening, the skies had cleared. 

THE HOODING CEREMONY 

The Hooding Ceremony is for many graduates the emotional moment of passage between their years in the Program 
and the life that follows. The Symposium and its achievements are behind them. Food and drink, the chatter of friends and 
colleagues, and the warmth of family surround them and lend an air of spontaneity and informality. Yet there are those strange 
academic gowns, mortarboards and tassels, photographs being taken, and the purple and white hoods clustered at the end of the 
tent; it is a time of ceremony, too. 

The easy mixing of the informal and ceremonial normally finds its materialization in Mark's comments, which have 
often included an explanation of the academic regalia and a healthy dose of Latin rhetoric (all hearken to the traditions of 
university learning that extend back through the centuries); a reminiscence of the specific class and its collective character; the 
dubbing of the class with a collective nickname; and then the conferring of the individual hoods and prizes-this last a foretaste 
of the degrees and diplomas that will be granted at the college-wide commencement the next day. 

This year the Director's remarks took on a more reflective note than has customarily been the case. Although the 
academic garb was explained, there was no Latin from centuries past. Nor was there the whimsy of a class nickname. Instead, 
Mark devoted his time to recalling how this class's two years in idyllic Williamstown had been framed by distant events of 
violence and aggression: 

One could say that your whole time at Williams has been under the shadow ofthose events. You will recall that after much 
agonizing and consultation, the threat offurther terror led me to make the winter study trip to Europe optional that 
year. And during the past years, the exacerbation ofinternational tensions, adversely affecting relations between the United 
States and its traditional European allies, has drastically altered the environment in which we practice our profession. The 
looting ofthe Baghd4d Museum and the burning ofIraq's National Library in April ofthis year reminded us all ofhow 
fragile are the objects on which we work andfrom which we construct the historical narratives through which we negotiate 
our relationship to the present and interpret our experience. ... 

In closing, Mark expressed his belief that in the face of these traumas, it was possible to find an affirmation of the importance of 
studying the humanities. 

After the hooding, the class presented their gift in turn-a generous donation of cash and checks to the Fellowship 
Travel Fund. Several noted how crucial such support had proven to be for their own travels and symposium preparations. They 
hope that others will follow their lead and contribute to the benefit of the future students in the Program. 

All thirteen students participated in the general Commencement exercises on June 8, with families and friends in 
attendance (indeed, Bryn, Catherine Malone's daughter, processed in her mother's arms across the stage to President Schapiro; she 
and one of Pan Wendt's daughters provided clearly appealing photo-ops for various local newspapers and photo archives). 

Life, post-graduation? Members of the Class of 2003 have chosen diverse paths for their next stage. Esther Bell has 
deferred admission to the Ph.D. at the Institute of Fine Arts, NYU, to spend the year in Paris instead, where she will enroll at 
the Ecole du Louvre (where she will work with Olivier Meslay, former Clark Fellow) under the auspices of the Fulbright 
Fellowship Program; she plans for further work on, among other topics, her QP subject Baudouin. Christa Carroll will be 
moving to the city of Brotherly Love to start a two-year internship in the Philadelphia Museum of Art's Prints and Drawings 
Department, an institutional launching pad for several Graduate Program alumni. Kim Con~ty, also with a Fulbright 
Fellowship in hand, is going to Germany, where she will continue her work on modern German art, most particularly Lovis 
Corinth and Gerhard Richter, at the Kunstgeschichtliches Seminar der Universitat Hamburg; Kim was named the Clark Fellow 
of this graduating class. Nicely for us, Ellery Foutch will take up a position at WCMA, assisting Nancy Mowll Mathews with an 
exhibition devoted to the ties between film and the fine arts, which is being organized for a national tour. Kate Hanson heads 
westward to serve as the intern in the Drawings Department at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles, where she will join 
four of our recent graduates on the museum's staff. Patty Hickson is pursuing curatorial work in twentieth-century or 
photography, and at press time was exploring several engaging possibilities. For Jordan Kim New York is the place to be, since 

she has been appointed to the internship in the Cooper-Hewitt's Drawings, Prints and Graphic Design Collection. Catherine 
MaIone is off to Charlottesville, where she will pursue a Ph.D. in American art history at the University of Virginia, where she 
has been awarded a prestigious President's Fellowship. Donny Meyer is also in New York, at work at the Dedalus Foundation on 
the catalogue raisonne of Robert Motherwell's paintings and collages. Donny, it should be noted, in addition to his Chapin 
Library exhibition this year, also delivered a paper, "The Structure and Limits of Vision and Space in Islamic Culture," at the 
25th Annual Student Symposium at the New England Chapter of the Society of Architectural Historians. Jane Simon is also 
moving to New York in search of curatorial and exhibition possibilities in contemporary art. The Ph.D. program at The Johns 
Hopkins University is where Ben Tilghman will be found next year, at work in a hive of medievalist activity and resources. New 
Haven has lured Pan Wendt and his family; Pan enters the Ph.D. program at Yale with a focus on 20th-century art. Lizzie 
Winborne will be looking for museum work in San Diego this fall, but only after her marriage this October. And thus the next 
phase begins for the Class of '03. 

THE CLASS OF 2004: ACTMTIES 

Amelia Kahl Avdic 
(Dartmouth College '01) Amelia was a curatorial intern this year at 
WCMA, working with Stefanie Spray Jandl '93 and Deborah 
Rothschild. She has stayed in place for the summer, working 
especially with Deborah. 

David Breslin 
(Amherst College '01) David worked as the Clark's Expansion 
Project Intern for the academic year, reporting to Lisa Green, who 
is the project manager for the campus expansion being designed by 
Tadao Ando. David was involved in various of the projects
exhibitions as well as architectural expansions-that had Ando at 
their center. Over the summer he assisted in the Hoosick Falls 
studio ofJenny Holzer. 

Erika Hope Cohn 
(University of Pennsylvania '99) Erika's work-study position was 
with the Curatorial Division at the Clark, working especially with 
Brian Allen '92, and with some time spent in the Publications 
Department with Curtis Scott. Over the summer she was in 
Williamstown, working at WCMA with Nancy MowU Mathews. 

Dina Deitsch 
(Yeshiva University '01) Dina over the summer had an internship at 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, working with Cheryl Brutvan 
'80 in the Contemporary Art Department. She also carried on 
independent research for the compiler of a catalogue raisonne 

devoted to the career of the early-20th-centuty Polish sculptor 
Enrico Glicenstein, who fled to this country only to be fatally hit 
by a car in the 1940s. For her work-study last year she was at 
WCMA reporting to Associate Director John Stomberg. 

Emma Maria Hurme 
(University of California Los Angeles '01) Emma served as a 
research assistant for the Visiting Clark Fellows during the 
academic year, with Darby English as her supervisor. She spent the 
summer in Williamstown at the Clark, working in the Curatorial 
Division. 

Emy Kim 
(Princeton University '02) Emy, too, worked under Darby English 
as a research assistant for the Clark Fellows this past year for her 
work-study position. She was in New York this summer, with an 
internship in the Drawings Department at the Museum of Modern 
Art. 

Keelan Loftin 
Games Madison University '01) Keelan served as a Print Room 
Assistant this year as her work-study position, reporting to Jim 
Ganz '88. Over the summer she worked for the Doris Duke 
Foundation at Shangri La, located on Oahu (for about 12 weeks). 
The collection has approximately 4,000 works of Islamic art and 
was opened to the public only in the fall of 2002, so Keelan was, as 
she wrote, "part of many new beginnings." 
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Catherine Meeking Claire de Dobay Rifelj But art was the dominant element in the travelers' memories. Among the highlights for some of the students: a Jan 
(State University of New York Stony Brook '01) Catherine began the (Princeton University '02) In late April Claire delivered a paper, Jansz van de Velde still life with broken crockery in the Rijksmuseum; an intense lesson in Rubens in Antwerp from Mariet, 
yeat working in the Education Department at WCMA for her work "Pasting in Time: Words in Picasso's Collages," in the two-day along with Fouquet's work in the Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten there; the long pilgrimage through train stations 
study. She spent the summer on Long Island and in North Adams. ''Alphabetics'' conference at the Harvard University Humanities and heavily sooted streets to the Ghent Altarpiece; looking at Leonardo da Vinci and James Joyce manuscripts at the British 

Center. For her work-study, she collaborated on various projects Library; studying as a group Vermeer's A Lady at a Virginal with Gentleman in the very quiet Queen's Gallery and the startling James P. Nisbet with the director ofWCMA, Linda Shearer. One of those -the juxtaposition of Lucien Freud's portrait of Queen Elizabeth among the other works in that collection; Amish Kapoor's massive, 
(St. Edward's University '02) Jamie sought and received the chance exhibition Three Visions ofRural America: Recently Acquired Wirks flayed-red Marsyas at the Tate Modern; the Takashi Murakami show at the Serpentine Gallery in London; Vienna's Josephinum, 
to work in the Education Department under Michael Cassin at on Paper-ran through the summer; it featured Kara Walker's 2003 

with its extraordinary 18th-c. wax anatomical collection displayed in the original rosewood vitrines and "the city's strange the Clark for his work-study option this past year. For his summer's Negress Notes (Sldvery Reparations Act), a series of watercolors, along 
obsession with urology"; finding out, after seeing the tilted columns and sloped floor of the upper level, just how amazing it iswork he undertook an exhibition of historical photography from with lithographs by Thomas Hart Benton and photographs by 

Fredericksburg, Texas, using the materials of the Gillespie County that Hagia Sophia is still standing (and feeling immense relief upon exiting).Kristin Cappo Over the summer Claire interned at the Museum of 
Historical Society to explore how an insular and overwhelmingly , On the personal side, people seemed to recall Mark walking very, very fast, and Renata bargaining for various goods Modern Art in the department of Prints and Illustrated Books. 
German town negotiated the strong anti-German sentiments of the and services. Sweating in the second to last row of the rowdy standing-only section at Don Carlo in the Vienna State Opera 
period surrounding World War 1. The challenge of the exhibition Alison Weaver '1 made it onto one person's list, as did watching He-Man dubbed in German. In the small-world department, it was in Istanbul's 
was augmented by the fact that his was the first installation in the (Princeton University '93) Alison won the MASS MoCA work Grand Bazaar that the students found a shell carved with an image of the Clark's own Fumee d'ambre gris. 
site, a former garage and auto repair shop, and that he did much of study position this year, working especially with Laura Heon '98. J 
the design and conceptual work to prepare it. She devoted the summer to deepening her acquaintance with art 

Elizabeth Quarles history and the German language. 

(University of Chicago '99) Liz has spent most of the academic year 
working for Curtis Scott in the Publications Department of the 
Clark, where she continued over the summer. 

2003: THE JANUARY EUROPEAN STUDY TRIP 

The trip this year covered, literally, the breadth of Europe. Mariet Westermann (formerly Associate Director of the 
Clark's Research and Academic Programs division and now the Director of the Institute of Fine Arts at NYU), guided the group 
through Holland and Belgium-providing intense scholarly looking, historical background, and the insights that only a native 
could provide. Marc Simpson led a whirlwind viewing of some of London's sights. Mark Haxthausen took the class to 
Vienna-where they were joined by the President of Williams College, Morty Schapiro. And then Renata Holod, the fall's 
Visiting Clark Professor and distinguished Islamicist from UPenn, had most of the group for a week in Istanbul. The class of 
2004 returned to this country exhilarated and exhausted in almost equal measure. 

Many of the random memories and highpoints submitted by the travelers throughout the spring centered on food, the 
good and the bad epitomized by the contrast between breakfasts at the Hotel Rubens in Antwerp (a truly luxurious, seemingly 
unending and varied spread) and countless mornings drinking bad coffee in empty airports. There was-also note of both sweet 
and savory: eating chocolate-slathered waffles bought from a street vendor, then having hot chocolate at the Cafe Metropole in 
Brussels; as opposed to 3 a.m. lamb kebabs in an Istanbul street market. There was also, it seems, an impromptu tour of a 
restaurant kitchen near the Suleymaniye Mosque after an "authentic Turkish dinner" with Sheafe Satterthwaite (who joined the 
group for the stay in Istanbul). 

11 Elizabeth Athens (Lawrence University '99) Matthew Levy (Williams College '00) 

Daniel Cohen (Sarah Lawrence College '02) Andrea McKeever (Lake Forest College '02) 

..'I Thomas Creeley (Vassar College '03) Christine Paglia (Bowdoin College '00) 

Bryan Frank (Duke University '01) Cara Starke (Cornell University '01) 

Jamie Franklin (University of Washington '03) Alexandra Suda (Princeton University '03) 

Jessica Fripp (University of California, San Diego '02) Rebecca Uchill (New York University '01) 

MariYoko Hara Oohn Cabot University '01) Viktoria Villanyi (Harvard University '03) 

Diana Kurkovsky (Middlebury College '03) 

Renata Holod gives the Class of 2004 an informal seminar on the fine art of rug buying at an Istanbul carpet dealer. Photo by Linda Schwalen 

THE CLASS OF 2005 

The Class of 2004, with Williams alumni and other friends, in Vienna. Holding the Williams banner: President Marty Schapiro and Stephan Koja,
 
curator at the Osterreichis~he Galerie Belvedere and guest curator of last summer's Clark show Gustav Klimt: Landscapes,
 

which the group saw with him in its Viennese incarnation.
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GRADUATES' NEWS 

(Note: We have changed the format for this section of the newsletter, clustering by class rather than alphabetically. fu in previous 
years, this aims to be a complete roster of graduates. With this new organization, it should be even easier for you to recognize 
errors or omissions. Therefore, please, while accepting our apologies for any inaccuracies, let us know of all the updates, 
additions, and corrections that you can. Thank you.) 

ImII 
Judith Adams Oudith Adams Art Books, 
Ludlow, Shropshire, Great Britain, owner) 

Jeanne Bresciani (New York 
University, School of Education, Isadota 
Duncan International Institute, New YOtk, 
Artistic Director, Directot of Education; 
Ph.D., Institute of Fine Arts-New York 
University '00, "Myth and Image in the 
Dance of Isadora Duncan") Jeanne has 
traveled widely to speak of and demonstrate 
the work of Isadora Duncan; she was among 
the speakers at the American Dance Guild 
conference in June 2003. 

Elizabeth A. Cogswell (Macalesrer 
College, St. Paul, Minn., Director of 
Corporate and Foundation Relations; M.A., 
University of Delaware, Winterthur 
Program '81, "The Henry Lippett House: A 
Document of Life and Tasre in Mid
Victorian America") In the fall of 2002 
Elizabeth had an essay, "Private 
Philanthropy in Multi-Ethnic Malaysia," 
published in Malaysia:Crossroads ofDiversity 
in Southeast Asia. 

Francesca Eastman (Self-employed 
editor, Atherton, Calif.) Francesca is 
currently the chair of the Atherton Arts 
Committee, a City Council-appointed 
committee, as well as serving on the 
Committee for Green Foothills in Santa 
Clara County. 

William J. Gavin (Independent 
Scholar) 

Brother John Thomas Haletsky 
(Holy Cross Monastery, West Park, N.Y.) 

Nancy Klaus (U.S. Fund for UNICEF, 
Philadelphia; M.B.A., Temple University '83) 

lynn Rutkin (Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York, Deputy Director) 

Gregory Allgire Smith (Art Academy 
of Cincinnati, Director, President) 

Cynthia Winter 

rJmI 
Anna R. Cohn (Smithsonian Institution 
Traveling Exhibition Service [SITES], 
Washington, D.C., Executive Director) 

Elizabeth M. Ely (InfoEdit, Partner) 

Jay M. Fisher (The Baltimore Museum 

of Art, Deputy Director for Curatorial 
Affairs/Senior Curator of Prints, Drawings 
& Photographs) Jay has been working 
much on the Cone Sisters and their 
collection, speaking on the subject not only 
at the museum but, among other venues, at 
the annual ARLIS meeting this past March. 

Amy Golahny (Lycoming College, 
Williamsport, Pa., Associate Professor of Art 
History; Ph.D., Columbia University '84, 
"Rembrandt's Paintings and the Venetian 
Tradition") Amy reports that her article 
"Homer, Raphael, Rembrandt: Reading 
'Vulcan's Net'" has appeared in Alan Chong 
and Michael Zell's Rethinking Rembrandt, a 
collection of essays based on a symposium 
held in October 2000 at the Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum in conjunction with the 
exhibition Rembrandt Creates Rembrandt: 
Art and Ambition in Leiden, 1629-1631. 
She wrote again in July: "My forthcoming 
book Rembrandt's Reading: The Artist's 
BookshelfofAncient Poetry and History will 
be published by Amsterdam University 
Press, distributed in the U.S. by Chicago. I 
am also president of the American 
Association for Netherlandic Studies." 

Johanna J. Halford-Macleod (The 
Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C., 
Deputy to Director) 

Peter deCourcy Hero (Community 
Foundation Silicon Valley, San Jose, Calif., 
President; M.B.A., Stanford University 
Graduate School of Business; Honorary 
Doctor of Laws, Maine College of Art) 
Peter reports that he is continuing in his 
fourteenr!(year as president of the 
Community Foundation Silicon Valley, with 
assets of $600 million and grants of $75 
million annually (about 15 percent to the 
arts). He also continues six years of 
consulting in Central and Eastern Europe, 
several weeks each year, to promote civil 
society through the creation of an emerging 
network of community foundations. He 
was appointed to the Council ofAdvisors to 
the NATO Summit in Prague in November, 
which he writes of as "fascinating." He 
continues: "This Fall G. W Bush appointed 
me (& Senate confirmed) to the National 
Museum Services Board, a 14-member body 
that oversees the work of the Institute for 
Museum and Library Services (IMLS)." He 
also serves on the boards of directors of PBS 
and Poets & Writers, Inc. 

Irena Hochman (Irena Hochman Fine 
Art, Inc., New York, President) 

Jennifer lester (Self-employed 
photographer, Hamden, Conn.) 

Mary Cheney Nelson (Image Homes 
Corporation, Evergreen, Colo., Vice 
President) 

Cynthia Quay Tashijan (Skinner, 
Inc., Bolton, Mass., Public Relations 
Associate) 

Jeffrey E.Thompson (Smithsonian 
Institution Traveling Exhibition Services 
[SITES], Washington, D.C.) 

ImII 
Gaye L. Brown (Self-employed 
researcher/writer, Bethesda, Md.) 

Gary Burger Oohn S. and James L. 
Knight Foundation, Miami, Fla., Director 
of Arts & Culture Programs) 

Kee II Choi (Independent arts and 
ceramics dealer, New York) To coincide 
with the exhibition Picturing Cathay: 
Maritime and Cultural Images ofthe China 
Trade at the University Museum and Art 
Gallery ofThe University of Hong Kong, 
Kee II spoke in an international symposium 
there on March 29. 

lois Fichner-Rathus (The College of 
New Jersey, Ewing, N.J., Associate Professor 
of Art History; Ph.D., Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology '81, "Jack Tworkov's 
Work from 1955 to 1979: The Synthesis of 
Choice and Chance") Lois is now Chair of 
the Art Department. 

E. Melanie Gifford (National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D.C., Research Conservator 
of Paintings; Ph.D., University of Maryland 
'97, "Style and Technique in the Evolution 
of Naturalism: North Netherlandish 
Landscape Painting in the Early 
Seventeenth Century") 

Michael Klein (Microsoft Corporation, 
Redmond, Wash., Curator) 

Jeanne B. Plekon (Reader's Digest, 
Pleasantville, N.Y., Analyst Programmer) 

Michael Shapiro (The High Museum, 
Atlanta, Ga., Director; Ph.D., Harvard 
University '80, "The Development of 
American Bronze Foundries, 1850-1900") 
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Michael is leading his institution into a 
massive building and expansion plan with 
designs for three buildings by Renw Piano, 
in addition to the current Richard Meier 
site, with a capital campaign goal of $130 
million. Groundbreaking was this spring. 
Over the winter he took justifiable pride in 
the exhibition Paris in the Age of 
Impressionism: Masterworks from the Musee 
d'Orsay. He wrote of it as "the result ofan 
extensive collaboration between the High 
Museum and the Musee d'Orsay. It features 
more than 120 works of art, many ofwhich 
have never been in this country." 

Philip G.Verre (The High Museum, 
Atlanta, Ga., Chief Curator) We suspect 
that Phil shares many of Michael Shapiro's 
triumphs and consternations. 

Judith McCandless Williams 

Kathy Zimmerer-McKelvie 
(California State University-Dominguez 
Hills, University Art Gallery, Carson, 
Director) 

rJmI 
Deborah Irene Coy (Christie's, Inc., 
Department Head, 19th-Century European 
Art, New York, Rockefeller Center; J.D. 
Villanova University) 

Henry J. Duffy (National Park Service, 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Saint
Gaudens National Historic Site, Cornish, 
N.H., Curator/Chief, Division of Collections 
Management; Ph.D., Rutgers University 
'01, "New York City Collections 1865
1895") Henry mentions four activities of 
special note: the traveling exhibit Augustus 
Saint-Gaudens: Sculptor ofthe Gilded Age, 
with 12 venues in the United States, 2003
2005, for which he served as curator; a new 
exhibit at the Saint-Gaudens Site focusing 
on the sculptor's newly conserved plaster 
model of the Seated Lincoln and on recent 
gifts to the collection regarding artist and 
sitter; his service as vice president ofHistoric 
Windsor/The Preservation Education 
Institute-a preservation advocacy 
organization in Windsor, Vermont, that 
provides education certificates in 
preservation studies; and his contribution to 
the exhibition RegionalArtists (summer 2003) 
at the Hood Museum of Dartmouth 
College, where he suggested the inclusion of 
sculptor Lawrence Nowlan and wrote the 
catalogue entry for the artist. We have also 
learned that Henry spoke at a symposium 
held at the Parrish Art Museum in conjun
ction with the Saint-Gaudens exhibit. 

Eileen Casey Jachym Eileen has 
recently been active in various municipal 

debates in Stonington, Conn., is a vice
president of the Board for Sanctuary for 
Families, and is a trustee of the Stonington 
Historical Society. 

Judith Weiss levy (part-time 
curatorlregisrrar for a St. Louis private 
collector) 

Robert S. Mattison (Lafayette 
College, Easton, Pa., Marshall R. Metzgar 
Professor ofArt History and Department 
Head; Ph.D., Princeton University '85, 
"The Art of Robert Motherwell during the 
1940s") "Most recent book-Robert 
RAuschenberg: Breaking Boundaries (Yale 
University Press)--eomes out in Europe this 
spring and America in full. Started new 
book Defining Moments. It investigates 
turning-point projects by eight midcareer 
artists. Curated shows and wrote catalogues 
on Frank Stella, Tom Nozkowski, Edward 
Weston, and Ursula von Rydingsvard; group 
show Made by Nature-six artists using 
organic processes in their art." At the end of 
June Bob sent in an update: "I am working 
on ... an exhibition of the female artists 
associated with Fluxus, called Fluxa. Sam 
Hunter and I are cowriting a book on 
Richard Pousette-Dart. I just returned from 
Japan, where I organized an exhibition of 
six Japanese and six American artists and 
lectured. Kyoto especially is fantastic. Hiked 
up to many of the more remote temples and 
shrines. Considered becoming a Shinto priest 
and not returning." 

Susan Dodge Peters (University of 
Rochester, Memorial Art Gallery, Rochester, 
N.Y., Director of Education) 

Fronia W. Simpson (Independent art 
book editor; Bennington, Vt.; Ph.D., Yale 
University '89, "Corot's Salon Paintings: 
Sources from French Classicism to 
Contemporary Theater Design") ''At the 
end of 2002, I participated in events 
surrounding the opening of Impressions of 
Light, at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
and spoke about Corot at the Patrons' 
evening. My knitting in art project 
continues with short essays on individual 
paintings in the quarterly magazine 
Interweave Knits." Fronia's editing work also 
continues, some of it involving Williams 
graduates as authors and exhibition and/or 
catalogue organizers. In February Fronia 
delivered a paper on Corat's use of theater 
designs as inspiration for his works at a 
symposium held at the Philadelphia 
Museum ofArt in connection with the 
exhibition Degas and the Dance. 

John W. Stamper (University of Notre 
Dame, School of Architecture, South Bend, 
Ind., Associate Professor/ Director of Rome 
Studies Program; Ph.D., Northwestern 

University '85, "The Architecture, 
Urbanism, and Economics of Chicago's 
North Michigan Avenue, 1830-1930") 

Beth CarverWees (The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, Associate 
Curator, American Decorative Arts) Beth 
writes that she is still enjoying her job at the 
Met. "Kate Hanson (class of '03) interned 
with me last summer and was a great help 
on the American silver cataloguing project. 
I see other Williams Graduate Program 
alums on a regular basis in New York City, 
especially former classmate Eileen Casey 
Jachym '77; also Chris Scornavacca '93 & 
Kathy Galitz '91 at the Met and Anne 
Lampe '99 at the Whitney. Last winter I 
became Vice President for Selection for the 
Attingham Summer School and encourage 
any interested alums to apply. The 
opportunity to study painting, sculpture, 
decorative arts, architecture, and gardens in 
situ is quite unlike any other educational 
experience I know. For more information: 
www.attinghamtrust.org (or feel free to 
contact me). I might also mention the 
American Ceramic Circle, on whose board I 
serve as Secretary. ACC membership is open 
to anyone with an interest in ceramics of 
any type, period, or culture. We offer grants 
to support research in ceramic studies, and 
student scholarships are available to attend 
the annual symposium, which will be held 
this year in Philadelphia, November 14-15, 
2003. For more information, visit the website 
http://www.amercercir.orgl.'' In June Beth 
wrote of husband Dustin's new position as 
Data Editor at ARTstor. 

[mil 
leonard N.Amico 

lucinda Barnes (Berkeley Art 
Museum+Pacific Film Archive, University of 
California, Berkeley, Senior Curator for 
Collections) In November, Lucinda 
participated in a panel discussion at the San 
Jose Institute of Contemporary Art called 
"Holding Patterns: The Art of Collecting" 
with private collectors and Michael Klein 
'77, Curator, Microsoft Corporation. 

Jane M. Boyle 

John W. Coffey (North Carolina 
Museum ofArt, Raleigh, Deputy Director 
for Collections and Programs) "In the midst 
of my life's journey, I came to myself in a 
dark wood where the straight way was 
lost .... and I found myself a museum 
administrator. I now oversee five 
departments including education and 
conservation. I still cling to the title of chief 
curator but I fear my curator days are 
numbered. Much of my time now is spent 
contending with the grim effects of a 
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declining economy and political wind shifts. 
Far more 'interesting' are my two sons, both 
entering early adolescence. Those who know 
me will not believe the number of baseball, 
basketball, and hockey games I have attended." 

Stephen R. Edidin (Dahesh Museum 
of Art, New York, Curator) Stephen must 
be extremely busy at the Dahesh, with both 
a new Director and a new building under
way at 580 Madison Avenue (scheduled to 
open September 2003). 

Adrian S. Hoch (New York University 
in Florence; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania 
'83, "Simone Martini's St. Martin Chapel 
in the Lower Basilica of San Francesco, 
Assisi") Adrian teaches the "Masters and 
Monuments" course in art history. 

Brian Lukacher (Vassar College, 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Associate Professor of 
Art History; Ph.D., University of Delaware 
'87, "Joseph Michael Gandy: The Poetical 
Representation and Mythography of 
Architecture") 

Carole Cunningham McNamara 
(University of Michigan Museum of Art, 
Ann Arbor, Assistant Director for 
Collections and Exhibitions) 

rDDI 
Hiram Carruthers Butler (Devin 
Borden Hiram Butler Gallery, Houston, 
Tex., Director) 

Mary Spivy Dangremond We under
stand that Mary and her husband, David, 
have been active in their support of the 
Wadsworth Atheneum and the Kent School. 

Stephen Eisenman (Northwestern 
University, Evanston, Ill., Associate 
Professor; Ph.D., Princeton University '84, 
"On the Politics of Dreams: A Study of the 
'Noirs' of Odilon Redon") Stephen writes: 
''I'll be leading a group of Northwestern 
graduate students to England this summer. 
My trip to England and the Netherlands 
with Frank Robinson in 1978 will be my 
model and guide!" 

Laura M. Giles (Princeton University, 
Art Museum, Associate Curator of Prints 
and Drawings; Ph.D., Harvard University 
'86, "The Paintings and Related Drawings 
of Giacomo Cavedone, 1577-1660") One 
of Laura's major projects that came to fruition 
this past year was Cezanne in Perspective: 
Watercowrs from the Henry and Rose Pearlman 
Collection. Among the contributors was 
graduate student Scott Allan '99. 

Margaret Kaufman (KaufmaNeison 
Vintage Photographs, Bainbridge Island, 
Wash.) 

Franklin W. Kelly (National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D.C., Senior Curator of 
American and British Paintings, and 
University of Maryland, College Park, 
Professor, Department of Art History and 
Archaeology; Ph.D., University of Delaware 
'85, "Frederic Edwin Church and the North 
American Landscape, 1845-1860") 

Christopher W. London (Independent 
architectural historian) 

Elizabeth L. C. Milroy (Wesleyan 
University, Middletown, Conn., Associate 
Professor ofArt History; Ph.D., University 
of Pennsylvania '86, "Thomas Eakins' 
Artistic Training, 1860-1870") 

Wendy Owens (Canadian Centre for 
Architecture, Montreal, Quebec, Consulting 
Curator) "I am about to go on sabbatical 
leave from the CCA, Montreal, which has 
been vastly changed by the departure of 42 
colleagues who were laid off followed by 
another 20 who found opportunities 
elsewhere more attractive. I am planning on 
returning to CCA [from a year in France] 
where I will work as a consulting curator. At 
the same time I have already started writing 
and editing (particularly translations from 
the French) for other institutions." While 
the drastic changes at the CCA have been 
stressful, Wendy reports that she is "enjoying 
not doing budgets, personnel management, 
strategic planning, and all the other 
administrative tasks of an assistant director." 

Sheryl E. Reiss (Cornell University, 
Office of the Vice-Provost for Research, 
Ithaca, N.Y., Senior Research Associate; 
Ph.D., Princeton University '92, "Cardinal 
Giulio de' Medici as a Patron of Art, 
1513-1523") Sheryl was announced as one 
of two Ailsa Mellon Bruce Fellows to spend 
the academic year of2002-2003 at CASVA. 

Jennifer Wade 

mm:II 
Cheryl A. Brutvan (Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, Robert L. Beal, Enid L. and 
Bruce A. Beal Curator of Contemporary 
Art) Cheryl was busy this past year, with 
exhibitions to coordinate at the MFA that 
included Jasper Johm to JeffKoom: Four 
Decades ofArtfrom the Broad Collectiom, 
Adam Fuss, and "organizing such projects as 
A Singular Vision: The Melvin Blake and 
Frank Purnell Legacy. 

Paula Koromilas Burke (Paula Burke 
Landscape Design, Darien, Conn., Owner) 

Martha Krom Chiarchiaro (UMass 
Memorial-Clinton Hospital, Worcester, 
Vice President, Human Resources) 
"Although my 'day job' is in human resources, 

I'm still teaching art history classes at the 
Worcester Art Museum. I just finished a 
class in the History of Portraiture and will 
offer '50 Centuries of Art: A Tour of the 
Worcester Art Museum' this spring." 

Edward A. Hawkins (Good Harbor 
Fillet Co., Gloucester, Mass., Bid specialist) 

Christine Knox (DDB Worldwide, 
New York, Global Strategic Events Manager 
[Worldwide Corporate Division]; M.B.A., 
University of Connecticut; C.M.M. 
Certification '00 in Global Strategic 
Meeting Management, University of 
Coventry) 

David Martocci (Kessler's Catering of 
Elberon, Long Branch, N.]., Co-owner and 
General Manager) 

Vivian L. Patterson (Williams College 
Museum of Art, Williamstown, Curator of 
Collections) For some of Vivian's recent 
activities, see the notice of exhibitions at 
WCMA. 

Christine B. Podmaniczky 
(Brandywine River Museum, Chadds Ford, 
Pa., Associate Curator for Wyeth 
Collections) 

IIIm 
Laurie McGavin Bachmann 
(Independent e-business Consultant, 
Brooklyn; M.P.S. Interactive 
Telecommunications, New York University, 
Tisch School of the Arts, 1997) 

Rachel J. Burbank 

Bonnie A. Campbell (Texas State 
Capital, Austin, Curator of the Capital; and 
the Bob Bullock Texas State History 
Museum, Executive Officer) 

Amy Shammash Dane (Self
employed and Mount Holyoke College Art 
Museum, South Hadley, Mass., Education 
Coordinator) ''I've got the same job-9 
years! I travel extensively-am looking 
forward to Laos and Cambodia in January, 
especially Angkor Wat. I'll be in Berlin in 
May, and will take a three-week trip through 
Southern Mrica this summer." 

Kenneth LeDoux 

Jennifer G. Lovett 

Sally Mills (Princeton University, Ph.D. 
student in art history) 

Ruth Pasquine (University of Central 
Arkansas, Conway, Adjunct Instructor; 
Ph.D., City University of New York '00, 
"The Politics of Redemption: Dynamic 
Symmetry, Theosophy and 
Swedenborgianism in the Art of Emil 
Bismam [1895-1976]") This May Ruth 
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was Humanities Scholar for an Arkansas 
Humanities Council Grant administered at 
the Art and Sciences Center of Southeast 
Arkansas, Pine Bluffs, for their exhibition 
Jacob Lawrence: Three Series ofPrints; there 
she also gave a slide lecture, "Jacob 
Lawrence: An Overview," and moderated a 
panel discussion on May 17. Then in July 
she was in London to deliver the paper 
"Bisttram's Jungian Aesthetic" at the 
conference Culture and the Unconscious: 
Psychoanalysts, Artists, and Academics in 
Dialogue, jointly sponsored by the British 
Psychoanalytic Society, the Tavistock Clinic, 
and the University of East London. 

John Pultz (University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Associate Professor of Art 
History, and Spencer Art Museum, Curator 
of Photography; Ph.D., Institute of Fine 
Arts-New York University '93, "Harry 
Callahan and American Photography, 
1938-1990") John writes that he co
organized the exhibition Diane Arbus: 
Family Albums, "which has an acwmpanying 
book from Yale University Press. The show 
will open at Mount Holyoke College Art 
Museum fall 2003 and travel to the Grey 
Art Gallery at NYU and the Portland 
(Maine) Museum of Art, before coming to 
the Spencer in the fall of2004." Karen 
Kowitz, traveling in Chicago last summer, 
saw that John gave a lecture at the Art 
Institute in August: "Body as Sight/Body as 
Site: Photographers Look at the Human 
Form." 

Ann Rosenthal (Multi Arts Projects & 
Productions, New York, Executive Director) 

Catherine B. Scalien (Case Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland, Associate 
Professor; Ph.D., Princeton University '90, 
"Rembrandt and St. Jerome") 

Maureen Walsh 

IJ1DI 
Julia Bernard (Ph.D., University of 
Chicago '93, "Identification with Christ in 
Late Nineteenth-Century Self-Portraiture: A 
Modern Conception of the Artist's Societal 
Role") Julia served as Visiting Lecturer at 
the University of California, Davis, for the 
academic year 2002-2003. 

Sandra Ludig Brooke (Williams 
College Libraries, Williamstown, Head of 
Acquisitions & Collection Development) 

Wanda A. Bubriski 

Maura Feeney 

Minott Kerr (Metro Data Resource 
Center, Portland, Oreg., Assistant Regional 
Planner: Geographical Information Systems 
[GIS] Specialist; Ph.D., Yale University '94, 
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"The Former Cluniac Priory Church at 
Paray-Ie-Monial: A Study of Its Eleventh
and Twelfth-Century Architecture and 
Sculpture") 

Paula M. Kozol (Hull Lifesaving 
Museum, Hull, Mass., Curator) 

Anne Reed Shannon 

Nancy Sojka (The Detroit Institute of 
Arts, Curator of Graphic Art and Head of 
Department) 

John Wetenhall (Ringling Museum of 
Art, Sarasota, Fla., Executive Director; 
Ph.D., Stanford University '88, "The 
Ascendancy of Modern Public Sculpture in 
America," M.B.A., Vanderbilt University) 
John visited Williamstown this past 
November, taking the time to explain a 
number of the ambitious programs he is 
developing as the Ringling Museum and 
Florida State University (the museum's new 
governing body) work to consider how the 
museum can best serve the needs of the 
academic and local communities. 

IBm 
Julie Aronson (Cincinnati Art Museum, 
Curator of American Painting and 
Sculpture; Ph.D., University of Delaware 
'95, "Bessie Potter Vonnoh [1872-1955] 
and Small Bronze Sculpture in America") 

Vincent Carnevale 

Cynthia Deith 

Thomas W. Fels (Southern Vermont 
Arts Center, Manchester, Vt.; Curator of 
the Elizabeth de C. Wilson Museum) Tom's 
exhibition Fire & Ice: Treasures from the 
Photographic Collection ofFrederic Church at 
Olana traveled to the Van Gogh Museum in 
Amsterdam (where the Winter Study 
Travelers had the chance to see its handsome 
installation). The accompanying catalogue 
(published by Cornell University Press) was 
nominated for both the Alfred H. Barr 
Award (CAA) and the Philip Johnson 
Award (Society of Architectural Historians). 

Anne E. Havinga (Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, Curator of Photographs) 
Among other projects, Anne organized Lens 
Landscapes for view at the museum last fall 
and winter. 

Peter F. Lynch (Independent Writer 
and, at the Body Therapy Institute, Siler 
City, N.C., student; Ph.D., Yale University 
'92, "Patriarchy and Narrative: The 
Borgherini Chamber Decorations") ''I'm 
working on a memoir and also on a book of 
images of effeminacy in 16th-century 
European prints and paintings." 

James L. Weiss 

EllenWood 

IEm 
Bradley B. Brigham (North River 
Antiquities, Colrain, Mass., Owner/ 
Proprietor) 

Michael M. Floss
 

Nancy E. Green (Cornell University,
 
H. F. Johnson Museum of Art, Ithaca, N.Y., 
Assistant Director/Chief Curator) 

Thomas J. McVarish (Tufts 
University, Office for Technology and 
Industry Collaboration, Boston, Associate 
Director of Operations) 

H. Rodney Nevitt (University of 
Houston, Department of Art, Associate 
Professor and Area Coordinator; Ph.D., 
Harvard University '92, "Studies in Dutch 
Art and the Literature of Courtship, 
1600-1650") 

Robert J. Phelan (Attorney and 
Counselor at Law, University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst, Legal Studies 
Program) 

Charles A. Shepard III (Lyman Allyn 
Art Museum at Connecticut College, New 
London, Conn., Executive Director) 

Nancy Spector (Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, New York, Curator 
of Contemporary Art) Nancy's most recent 
exhibition and book project, Matthew 
Barney: The Cremaster Cycle, has created a 
veritable circus of media attention, much 
admiration, and intense interest. 

IBm 
Ann Murphy Burroughs (St. Louis 
Art Museum, St. Louis, Mo., Research 
Assistant to the Director and Adult 
Programs Assistant) Ann writes that she 
continues to enjoy working at the St. Louis 
Art Museum. She also, and we applaud this 
ambition, requested a copy of the reading 
list for ARTH 504, the methods seminar. 
We presume that she has been studying the 
life and work of Gustave Dore, on whom 
she gave a gallery talk this past March at 
SLAM. 

Susan Holmberg Currie (The Leon 
and Thea Koerner Foundation, Vancouver, 
B.C., Executive Director) "In the spring of 
this year, I ceased to work four jobs and 
returned to my basic one at the Leon and 
Thea Koerner Foundation. As the 
Foundation prepares for its fiftieth 
anniversary, the Governors have me busy 
fulfilling their many dreams for celebration. 
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Between them and my son, I am kept very 
busy, but manage to expetience as much of 
the cultural life here in Vancouver as I can. 
Free tickets to many events are the perks of 
my job!" 

Alice Evarts-Schipper 

Nora M. Heimann (Catholic 
University of America, Washington, D.C., 
Assistant Professor of Art Histoty; Ph.D., 
City University of New York '94, '''What 
Honor for the Feminine Sex': A Study of 
Joan of Arc and the Representation of 
Gender, Religion, and Nationalism in 
French Nineteenth-Century Painting, 
Prints, and Sculpture") Laura Coyle '86 
writes that she "attended Nora's wedding. 
She married John Arbab on October 19. 
Williams chums Sarah Cash '86 and 
Carolyn Halpin-Healy '86 also attended. 
Nora was a beautiful bride." 

Sharon R. Hemenway (Corning
Painted Post School District, Teaching 
Assistant) 'Tve been in Corning, N.Y. for 
three and a half years now, where we've 
come to truly enjoy small town living. We 
are only one hour south of Ithaca although 
Nancy Green and I have managed to get 
together just one time. Although not 
employed in the art world, I do enjoy 
frequent visits to our two local museums
the Corning Museum of Glass and the 
Rockwell Museum of Western Art. 
Otherwise I stay very busy with our two 
boys, Daniel (11) and Stephen (8). I also 
work as a Teaching Assistant at our 
elementary school where I have worked 
with the same visually impaired boy as he 
has progressed from kindergarten through 
second grade." 

Steven S. High (Nevada Museum of 
Art, Reno, Nev., Director and CEO) 
Exciting times at this museum, with 
summer exhibitions devoted to Diego Rivera 
and Edward Hopper and a new building, 
designed by Will Bruder, on the way. 

Suzanne M. Karr Goho Capital, LLC, 
New York, Director; M.B.A., Harvard 
University '90) 

Gregory M.G. Rubinstein 
(Sotheby's, Inc., London, Director, Old 
Master Drawings) 

Megan (Margaret) Smith (Grolier 
Club, New York, Exhibitions Coordinator) 
In early 2002 Megan began working at the 
Grolier Club. The announcement included 
notice of some of her activities: "Megan has 
an M.A. in Art History from Williams 
College, and has worked previously at the 
Houghton Library of Harvard University, 
and the Cooper-Hewitt Museum here in 
New York City. She brings to the position 

an impressive array of skills and experience 
in both the curatorial and the 
administtative aspects of book and art 
exhibitions. " 

Jill B. Steinberg GavaWorld Magazine, 
Seattle, Senior Editor) 

Robert Wolterstorff (Victoria 
Mansion, Portland, Maine, Director) 

~ 
~ 

Brent R. Benjamin (St. Louis Art 
Museum, St. Louis, Mo., Director) In 
addition to his principal responsibilities at 
the museum, Brent is also among the 
adjunct faculty of Washington University. 

Elizabeth Triplett Blakelock (The 
Connecticut Historical Society, Hartford, 
Museum Cataloguer) 

Sarah Cash (The Corcoran Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D.C., Bechhoefer Curator 
of American Art) In December Sarah wrote: 
"I am thrilled that we have just received a 
large Luce grant plus two smaller ones 
totaling $195,000 to move forward with a 
more comprehensive and scholarly catalogue 
of the [CorcQran's] pre-1945 American 
paintings and sculpture collection. I'm 
elated, and am trying to go full steam ahead 
starting in January, which will be a big 
change since I've been solo since Dorothy 
[Moss '99] left in August. ...Adam 
[Greenhalgh '00] as well as another former 
Williams student, Laura Groves '00 (now 
at Maryland) and potentially one or two 
others will be hard at work on compiling 
the scholarly apparati and research files for 
the book." 

Laura Coyle (The Corcoran Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D.C., Curator of 
European Art) "At the Corcoran, Laura 
writes, she has "responsibility for an eclectic 
collection stretching from Greek antiquities 
to Picasso. In the fall of 2002, I presented 
The Shape ofColor: Joan Mini's Painted 
Sculpture at the Corcoran, which has 
received excellent reviews. I co-organized 
this exhibition with Dr. William Jeffett, 
Curator of Exhibitions at the Salvador Dali 
Museum, St. Petersburg, Florida. The 
exhibition features Mir6's painted bronze 
and resin sculptures from the 1960s and 
1970s, along with related very rarely 
exhibited sketchbooks, preparatory sketches, 
and photographs. This is the first exhibition 
on this subject anywhere, and only the 
second exhibition of Mir6's sculpture in the 
United States. William and I produced a 
beautiful and scholarly exhibition catalogue, 
published by the Corcoran and Scala 
Publishers Limited. The show is currently 
on view until May 3 at the Salvador Dali 

Museum. [Laura wrote this spring that the 
show is going to the Portland Art Museum 
in Oregon this summer, too.] I also 
contributed to A Capital Collection: 
Masterworks from the Corcoran Gallery of 
Art, published in 2002 by the Corcoran and 
Third Millennium Press. I will be 
organizing a traveling exhibition of 
masterworks, related to this publication, for 
2006-2007. 

"I am working closely with a friend and 
colleague from Princeton University, 
Jacqueline Musacchio, who is guest curator 
for a traveling exhibition of Italian 
Renaissance maiolica from the William A. 
Clark Collection at the Corcoran. The first 
venue will be in Spring 2004 at the Francis 
Lehman Loeb Art Center at Vassar College, 
where Jacki is on the faculty. I am also 
organizing an exhibition with Nora 
Heimann '85, a friend and colleague from 
the Williams M.A. program, of around six 
paintings (c. 1905-1911) on the life of Joan 
of Arc by the artist Louis-Maurice Boutet 
de Monvel, the greatest French illustrator of 
children's books around the turn of the 
twentieth century. The exhibition will focus 
on two themes: Boutet de Monvel's 
paintings and illustrated books and on the 
cult around Joan of Arc from ca. 1880-ca. 
1920. Fronia Simpson '77 has agreed to 
edit the maiolica and Joan ofArc publications, 
saving us from grievous errors.... Finally, 
on the home front, all is well with Douglas 
Robertson, Financial Economist at the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 
and Mariana Virginia Coyle Robertson, 
who is 9 1/2, a joy, and a challenge." 

Lucy Winters Durkin (Memorial Art 
Gallery of the University of Rochester, 
Rochester, N.Y., Art History Instructor) 
''I'm currently dividing time among three 
endeavors related to art history. I teach Art 
History part time at the Eastman School of 
Music, which is part of the University of 
Rochester. We have a small Humanities 
Department on the Eastman campus, and I 
teach 1-2 courses per semester for 
undergraduates (with a few graduate 
students thrown into the mix upon 
occasion). They're an exceptionally talented 
and intuitive group-some are already 
under recording contracts and concert 
management-and I love working with 
them. For fun I develop two or three multi
media programs each year that combine 
projections of artwork with live 
performance music-they're always both a 
challenge and a special treat. My second job 
is at the Memorial Art Gallery of University 
of Rochester, where I coordinate the art 
history courses offered to the adult public 
through the Creative Workshop (the art 
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school) of the Museum. I'm privileged to 
work with fellow graduate alum Susan 
Dodge Peters '77, the Director of Education 
at the museum. I teach several courses there 
a year. ... The third endeavor has taken me 
into new worlds. Last fall I authored an art 
appreciation course for Barnes & 
Noble.com, and I've also taught it several 
times on-line. I will confess to having had 
many doubts about the effectiveness of 
teaching a subject like art appreciation on
line, but have been very pleasantly surprised. 
I've had students from Australia to Brussels 
to Ankara, Turkey, with many stops in
between. The students have ranged from 
retired attorneys to diplomats or 
businesspeople on foreign assignment, and 
from home-schoolers to emergency room 
nurses. Teaching this has been a wonderful 
experience, and according to the students, 
it's actually working well. Several who 
hadn't been to an art museum since 
childhood have not only visited, but have 
joined their local museums, and a bunch 
have enrolled in art history courses at local 
colleges! I'll take that as positive feedback 
any time. When I'm not teaching, I ferry 
our 13-year-old daughter, Kate, to the barn 
where she rides and to school (that's her 
order of preference). My husband, Tom, is 
still with Xerox, working on business 
strategy and product planning-he and I 
will celebrate our 23rd anniversary in 
January! He travels a lot, particularly to 
Tokyo, which is a drag at times, but we do 
have lots of air miles accumulating. I also 
sing in the church choir, try to keep up 
with our three cats, and chase away the deer 
that are devouring our gardens. Other than 
the above, I'm not busy at aiL" 

Carolyn Halpin-Healy (Independent 
museum educator, New York) "Would love 
to see classmates when their travels take 
them to New York or Williamstown." 

Zheng Hu (University at Albany, SUNY, 
University Art Museum, Albany, N.Y., 
Exhibition Designer) 

Mark Stansbury-O'Donnell 
(University of St. Thomas, Sr. Paul, Minn., 
Associate Professor and Director of 
Graduate Studies; Ph.D., Yale University 
'90, "The Shape of the Church: The 
Relationship of Architecture, Art, and 
Liturgy at the Cathedral ofTrier") 

Susan V.Webster (University of St. 
Thomas, St. Paul, Minn., Professor; Ph.D., 
University ofTexas at Austin '92, ''The 
Processional Sculpture of Penitential 
Confraternities in Early Modern Seville") 

Ann Slimmon Woolsey (Rhode 
Island School of Design, Museum of Art, 
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Providence, Adjunct Curator of Painting 
and Sculpture) 

Charles E. Wylie (Dallas Museum of 
Art, Lupe Murchison Curator of 
Contemporary Art) We saw an interesting 
notice of Eija-Liisa Ahtila: Talo/The House, 
an exhibition at Dallas. And Charlie's 
Thomas Struth exhibition looked great at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

mtDIII 
Yumi Nakayama Farwell Yumi has 
been volunteering at Williamstown's Milne 
Public Library over the past year. 

Joyce Rolerson Hu (yates Magnet 
School, Schenectady, N.Y.) Joyce has been 
working recently with the "Over the Line 
Project: The Art and Life of Jacob 
Lawrence," a collaboration of the Whitney 
Museum of American Art, Ball State 
University, and the Schenectady School 
District. 

PamelaA.lvinski (Cassatt Catalogue 
Raisonne Committee, New York, Research 
Manager) 

Deborah K. Leveton 

Diana L. Linden (University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif., 
Lecturer; Ph.D., City University of New 
York '97, "The New Deal Murals of Ben 
Shahn: The Intersection of Jewish Identity, 
Social Reform, and Government Patronage") 
In October Diana wrote, with understandable 
excitement: "Peter and I are thrilled to let 
you know that Alexander Daniel and Emily 
Rose Linden-Ross arrived last Wed. October 
23rd at 2: 15 and 2: 17 p.m. Alex weighed 4 
Ibs. 3 oz. and was 17 inches long, and his 
sister was 4 Ibs. 9 oz, and was also 17 inches 
long. They are beautiful and healthy, but 
did arrive several weeks early. So, they need 
to stay at the hospital for a few weeks to 
fatten up--which they've already begun to 
do!!! We are all doing well. Can't wait until 
the kids are home!!!!!" On a more restrained 
note, she recently wrote: "So here's what I 
am up to: recipient of Getty postdoc for 
2002-03; continuing as co-chair of 
Association of Historians of American Art." 

Thomas E. Lippy, Jr. 

Thomas H. McGrath (Harvard 
University, Associate in History of Art and 
Architecture; Ph.D., Harvard University 
'94, "Disegno, Colore and the Disegno 
Colorito: The Use and Significance of Color 
in Italian Renaissance Drawings") 

Denise Krieger Migdail (Independent 
textile conservator, San Francisco) 

Scott Opler The memorial foundation 
established after Scott's death in 1993 

continues to support the causes and 
interests that he felt strongly about
notably architectural history (with two two
year residential fellowships at Oxford 
University's Worcester College), Italian 
cultural history, the environment, and gay 
rights. 

Pamela A. Patton (Southern 
Methodist University, Dallas, Associate 
Professor of Art History; Ph.D., Boston 
University '94, "The Cloister of San Juan de 
la Pena and Monumental Sculpture in 
Aragon and Navarre") "In fall 2002 I co
organized Court and Monastery in Medieval 
Spain: A Symposium in Honor ofJohn 
Williams at the Meadows Museum, 
Southern Methodist University. I gave a 
paper there on possible connections 
between midrash and Christian imagery in 
medieval Spain. In spring I was on research 
leave, working on an article and two 
conference papers (CAA/New York and 
Medieval Congress at Kalamazoo) related to 
my new research project on Christian 
representations of Jews and Judaism in 
medieval Spanish art. I'll spend this summer 
as a participant in an NEH Summer 
Institute in Oxford, entitled Representations 
ofthe 'Other:' Jews in Medieval 
Christendom. " 

XiaQui 

Robin S. R. Starr (Skinner, Inc., 
Bolton, Mass., American and European 
Painting Department Assistant) 

~ 
~ 

Becky A. Briesacher (University of 
Maryland, School of Pharmacology, 
Baltimore, Research Assistant) 

PriscillaVail Caldwell Games 
Graham & Sons, New York, Director 
American Paintings Department, Vice 
President) 

Diane Dillon (Newberry Library, 
Chicago, Scholar-in-Residence; Ph.D., Yale 
University '94, "'The Fair as a Spectacle': 
American Art and Culture at the 1893 
World's Fair") We understand that Diane 
taught a sold-out seminar at the Newberry 
this spring on the visual culture of the 
World's Columbian Exposition, 1893. 

Kristen Froehlich (Atwater Kent 
Museum, Philadelphia, Curator of the 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania Collection) 

Courtney Braun Ganz 

James A. Ganz (Clark Art Institute, 
Williamstown, Curator of Prints and 
Drawings; Ph.D., Yale University '00, 
"Robert Robinson [1651-1706]: Painter 
Stainer and Peintre-Graveur") 
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W.Anthony Gengarelly 
(Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts, Notth 
Adams, Professor, Art History, Museum 
Studies, Arts Management; Ph.D., Boston 
University '72, "Resistance Spokesmen: 
Opponents of the Red Scare, 1919-1921") 

Margaret M. Magner (Citigroup, 
New York, Vice President, Senior Business 
Analyst) "I returned to the U.S. after six 
years of living and working in Hong Kong. 
Now I live and work in New York, still 
doing global computer systems work in the 
financial industry." 

Marguerite H. Modan 

Mary T. Ross (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
San Francisco, Editorial Assistant) 

jon E. Sorenson (Long Beach Unified 
School District, Long Beach, Calif., Fourth 
Grade Teacher) 

mtDI 
jenine Gordon Bockman 
(Independent publisher, New York) 

Peggy Eysenbach 

Heather Galloway (Intermuseum 
Conservation Association, Oberlin, Ohio, 
Associate Paintings Conservator) Heather 
was chair of the Painting Specialty Group of 
the American Institute for Conservation 
this year. 

Laura D. Gelfand (Myers School of 
Art, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, 
Associate Professor; Ph.D., Case Western 
Reserve University '94, "Fifteenth-Century 
Netherlandish Devotional Portrait 
Diptychs: Origins and Function") 

joseph R. Giuffre (Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Intellectual Heritage Program; 
Rutgers University, Ph.D. student in art 
history) 

Marion Goethals 

jennifer Huffman (Springer-Miller 
Systems, Stowe, Vt., Technical Writer) 

Marni R. Kessler (University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Assistant Professor, Art History; 
Ph.D., Yale University '96, "Sheer Material 
Presence, or the Veil in Late Nineteenth
Century French Avant-Garde Painting") 

Shelley R. Langdale (Philadelphia 
Museum ofArt, Assistant Curator of Prints 
and Drawings) Shelley reports on the 
exhibition and catalogue that she organized 
for the Cleveland Museum ofArt, "Battle of 
the Nudes": Pollaiuolo's Renaissance 
Masterpiece, which ran from August through 
October 2002. An international symposium 
was held in Cleveland in conjunction with 
the exhibition on October 5. 

Brooke A. Marler (Evanston Art 
Center, Evanston, Ill., Executive Director) 
Brooke reports over the phone that "lots of 
exciting, creative things are in the works." 

Rebecca E. Nanovic Alumni news 
from Notre Dame's Program of Liberal Arts 
lets us know that Becky now uses the last 
name of Lin. 

Nora L. Nirk 

Kathryn Potts (Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York, Head of 
Exhibition Interpretation) 

Paul R. Provost (Christie's, Inc., New 
York, Director ofTrusts, Estates & 
Appraisals; Ph.D., Princeton University '94, 
"Winslow Homer's Drawings in 'Black-and
White,' ca. 1875-1885") 

Christina R.Yang (The Kitchen, New 
York, Director of Media Arts; CUNY 
Graduate Center, Ph.D. student in art 
history) 

Ellen Zieselman (Museum of Fine 
Arts/Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, 
Curator of Education) "Still love living in 
the great Southwest. Finishing work on a 
new book and exhibition called Red Earth. 
It's a republication of poetry by Alice 
Corbin paired with images of works in the 
Museum of Fine Arts collection." 

[mil 
Michele M. Bernatz 

Margaret L. Goehring (Alfred 
University, Alfred, N.Y., Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Art History; Ph.D., Case 
Western Reserve University '00, "Landscape 
in Franco-Flemish Manuscript Illumination 
of the Late Fifteenth and Early Sixteenth 
Centuries") 

Lauren B. Hewes (Print Council of 
America, Project Bibliographer, Oeuvre 
Catalogue Project) This is a great online 
resource. See Lauren's "preface" at 
www.printcouncil.org/preface_hewes.html. 
She has also been doing work for the American 
Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Mass. 

Patricia R. Ivinski 

Pamela Kachurin (Harvard University, 
Center for Russia, Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia, Coordinator of Outreach and 
Teacher Training; Ph.D., Indiana University 
'98, "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back: 
The Retreat of the Avant-Garde in the Early 
Soviet Era") 

Robert Lach (Chicago Board Options 
Exchange; M.B.A. '97, University of Chicago) 

Barbara L. Myers (Ph.D., Princeton 
University '98, "Landscapes of the 

Imagination in Renaissance Venice," 
submitted as Barbara Lynn-Davis) Barbara 
contributed to the volume Florence, Venice 
and the Towns ofItaly in the new series City 
Secrets. 

Christine I. Oaklander (Allentown 
Art Museum, Allentown, Pa., Curator of 
Collections and Exhibitions; Ph.D., 
University of Delaware '99, "Clara Davidge 
and Henry Fitch Taylor: Pioneering 
Promoters and Creators of American 
Modernist Art") "This has been an 
extremely busy year---our director of 17 
years left followed by an interval of several 
months during which I served as interim 
co-director. During that period, we 
mounted with rousing success one of our 
most ambitious and labor-intensive package 
shows on Frank Lloyd Wright's leaded glass 
windows. I have played an active role in 
visiting contemporary artists in the region 
and becoming an advocate for their work 
through my role as chief curator at our 
museum. I managed four in-house 
publications this year, most recently the 
catalogue for Treasures ofthe Greater Lehigh 
Valley, a 'greatest hits' installation that 
demonstrates how many gifted artists and 
important collections are associated with the 
Lehigh Valley region. Of particular interest 
is another publication, Monuments to a Steel 
King, which reconstructs the history of 
Charles Schwab's art collection (he owned 
Turner's Rockets and Blue Lights before the 
Clarks) in the context of two unique 
monumental bronzes by Gerome that 
Schwab commissioned as highlights to the 
art gallery in his New York City mansion. I 
have also been active with acquisitions, 
finding an early Benjamin West religious 
painting in its original frame and in pristine 
condition descended from the original 
English owners. Another purchase, 
made following a chat with Beth Wees '77, 
was a rare mixed-metal Japanesque coffee 
set made by Whiting and Company. Most 
recently, I completed an article drawn from 
dissertation research about previously 
unknown aspects of Arthur B. Davies's 
career involving modernism, spiritualism, 
and color theory. After two and a half years 
at the Allentown Art Museum, I have 
decided to look for a new post, which I 
hope will be a curatorship focusing on 
American art that will allow me to do 
permanent collection research and develop a 
significant exhibition with a publication, 
both of which have eluded me in Allentown. 
Thanks to my experience at Williams, I am 
anjnveterate researcher and want to get 
back to microfilm and musty letters!" 

David A. Penney (The Baltimore 
Museum ofArt, Coordinator of Exhibitions) 
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Ann Shafer (The Baltimore Museum of 
Art, Liaison for the Board ofTrustees) 

Lesley H.Wellman (Dartmouth 
College, Hood Museum ofArt, Hanover, 
N.H., Curator of Education) 

jessica Winston (Vassar College, 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Adjunct Lecturer; 
Ph.D., Columbia University '97, "The Face 
of the Virgin: Problems in the History of 
Representation and Devotion") 

III!m 
M. Darsie Alexander (Baltimore 
Museum ofArt, Associate Curator of Prints, 
Drawings, and Photographs) Among other 
activities, Darsie is teaching a course at the 
BMA this summer on Mrican-American 
photographers of the past and present 
including James Van Der Zee, Roy 
DeCarava, Gordon Parks, and Carrie Mae 
Weems. 

jeffrey T. Dalton (VGS Marketing 
Group, Inc., Carrollton, Tex., Communications 
Manager/Account Executive) 

Linda johnson Dougherty (North 
Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, Adjunct 
Curator of Contemporary Art) Last spring 
Linda served as an advisor to the class of the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 
in their deliberations concerning the art 
their class would donate to the school. She 
has since been actively at work as co-curator 
of DefYing Gravity: Contemporary Art and 
Flight at the North Carolina Museum of Art 
(with a catalogue edited by Fronia w: 
Simpson '77). 

Kathryn C. Galitz (The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, Research 
Assistant, Department of European 
Paintings; Ph.D., Institute of Fine Arts
New York University '98, "The Family 
Paradigm in French Painting, 1789-1814") 

Susan Foster Garton (National 
Portrait Gallery, Washington, D.C., 
Museum Specialist and Field Surveyer, 
Catalogue ofAmerican Portraits) 

Deborah L. Gaston (National 
Museum ofWomen in the Arts, Washington, 
D.C., Assistant Curator of Education; 
University of Delaware, Ph.D. student in 
art history) We understand that Deborah is 
at work on a dissertation called 
"Immigration, Ethnicity, and the Early 
Drawings ofJoseph Stella, 1896-1924." 

julia Graham (Arnander Irvine & 
Zietman, London; Assistant Solicitor) 

Elizabeth Avery Guenther 
(Princeton University, Ph.D. student in art 
history) 
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Diana N. johnson (The Minneapolis 
Institute ofArts, Manager, Teacher Resources) 

Toby Kamps (Museum of 
Contemporary Art, San Diego, Calif., 
Curator) Toby reports that he is "still having 
lots of fun" at the Museum of Contemporary 
Art in San Diego, where he is now head of 
the curatorial department and learning lots 
about administration and management. His 
"big thrill" this year has been his exhibition 
Ellsworth Kelly: Red Green Blue, which 
opened in January 2003 and travels to the 
MFA, Houston, and to the Whitney. 

Katy Rothkopf (The Baltimore 
Museum of Art, Curator of Painting and 
Sculpture) 

Dan Strong (Faulconer Gallery at 
Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa, Associate 
Director and Curator of Exhibitions) 

Carla Vascones 

ImII 
Brian T. Allen (Clark Art Institute, 
Williamstown, Director for Curatorial 
Programs/Curator of American Art; Ph.D., 
Yale University '98, "The Spanish Subjects 
of Washington Allston") Brian has been 
especially busy with the Clark's summer 
2003 exhibition, Turner: The Late Seascapes, 
and with preparations for an upcoming 
exhibition devoted to the sugaring-off 
paintings of Eastman Johnson. 

Karen Croff Bates (Massachusetts 
College of Art, Boston, Continuing 
Education Faculty) Karen also currently 
serves as one of the directors of the 
Concord Art Association. 

jennifer Berry (Acoustiguide, New 
York, Director of Client Development) 

Victoria Bunting (Northeast 
Document Conservation Center, Andover, 
Mass., Assistant Paper Conservator; M.A.C. 
Queen's University, Kingston '94) "2002 
has been a busy year for Chuck and me. We 
bought a condo and moved in August and 
on October 20 we welcomed the birth of 
our son, Jevon Lorenzo. I am now on a five
month leave of absence from my job as a 
paper conservator, but enjoying full-time 
work as a new mother." 

Robert E. Carter (Skidmore College, 
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Curator, Permanent 
Art Collection) 

Victoria C. Gardner Coates 
(University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Graduate Arts & Sciences Faculty; Ph.D., 
University of Pennsylvania '98, "Cardinal 
Camillo Massimo, Nicolas Poussin, and 
Claude Lorrain: A Study in Neo-Stoic 
Patronage in Baroque Rome") Last fall 

Victoria team-taught a course on self
portraiture at the College at Penn. She also 
served as co-curator for the exhibition 
Antiquity Recovered: Pompeii and 
Herculaneum in Philadelphia Collections at 
The Arthur Ross Gallery of the University 
of Pennsylvania and organized a major 
symposium on the theme. 

Leigh Culver (University of Notre 
Dame, Semester-in-Washington Program, 
Washington, D.C., Adjunct Assistant 
Professor; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania 
'99, "Performing Identities in the Art of 
John Singer Sargent") 

Maria E. Di Pasquale (George 
Washington University, Washington, D.C., 
Adjunct Assistant Professor; Ph.D., 
University ofTexas at Austin '99, "The 
Crise Catholique: Avant-garde Religious 
Painting in France, 1890-1912") "After the 
birth of our second daughter, Elena, this 
summer, I am taking the year off from 
research to be with her and her 2 l!2-year
old sister, Lucrezia." As an update, Maria 
recently added: "This coming fall I will be 
an adjunct assistant professor at the George 
Washington University. I will also be giving 
a paper on Josephin Peladan at the annual 
meeting of the Society for Literature and 
Science." 

David E. Little (Maryland Institute 
College of Art, Baltimore, art history faculty, 
and Duke University's Leadership and the 
Arts Program in New York; Ph.D., Duke 
University '01, "Collaborative Projects, Inc.: 
A History of an American Artists' 
Collective, 1977-1983") 

Tim Peterson (Franklin Art Works, 
Minneapolis, Director) We keep seeing 
notices of very interesting shows that Tim is 
mounting at Franklin Art Works. 

janet Temos (Princeton University, 
OIT-Educational Technologies Center, 
Acting Director; Ph.D., Princeton 
University '01, "Augusta's Glittering Spires: 
Thomas Archer and the 1711 London 
Church Commission") Janet spoke at the 
28th Annual Conference of the Social 
History Society at the University of 
Leicester this January, with the address 
"Gambling with History: Playing Cards and 
Visual Culture in Late Stuart Britain." Her 
web page describes her "day job" as: 
"multimedia designer and developer of 
distance education courses and classroom 
teaching aids at the Educational Technologies 
Center (ETC), Princeton University." 

IIIm 
Amy Oliver Beaupre (Independent 
fine art appraiser and consultant; 
Middlebury, Vt.) 
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Stefanie Spray jandl (Williams	 Internal Medicine, Annals of Internal projects at the international fair Art Basel Newport Coast, Calif., French and History receiving his degree in January. He adds: dissertation in November. I gave a talk in 
College Museum ofArt, Williamstown, Medicine, Philadelphia, Senior Production Miami Beach-an appointment made in Teacher) "Many thanks to the Kress Foundation, the April in Kansas and ran into both Carol 
Andrew W Mellon Curatorial Associate) Editor) the spring of 2002 at least in part as a American-Italian Fulbright, and Rutgers for	 Ockman, keynote, and Marni Kessler '89.Lydia G. Hemphill (Deerfield
For some of Stefanie's recent activities, see	 response to his success as co-curator of the making extended time in Florence a reality.	 My paper was entitled, 'Do BuildingsAnne C. Dowling (Williams Muller, Academy, Deerfield, Mass., Fine Arts 
the notice under WCMA exhibitions.	 U.S. pavilion at the 2001 Venice Biennale. Since January 2002, I have been the gallery	 Matter? The Predicament of J.J.P. Oud.'''Law Firm, Richmond, Va., Associate; J.D., Teacher [AP art history and photography], 

Jim looked after the Art Sculpture Park, Art director of Works On Paper, Inc., a Susan I. johnson	 William and Mary '02) Anne reports that Curator of Charles P. Russell Collection of	 Carolyn Bess (Dallas Museum of Art,
Video Lounge, and Art Projects when the contemporary print dealership in she had a second child-Oliver O'Rahilly Deerfield Academy)	 Producer of Arts & Letters Live) Carolyn isTania Lee Tania writes that she left the	 first Art Basel Miami Beach opened last Philadelphia. Last academic year I also Hess-and has started work at a law firm. now the producer for an exciting series at the National Gallery of Art in 2000 to pursue a	 December. Baird E. Jarman (Carleton College,	 taught a full load at Penn State as a one"Continuing to add to my collection of DMA that brings authors and performing career as a freelance illustrator. Northfield, Minn., Instructor of Art	 year replacement for Tony Cutler, teaching American art!" artists to the museum. She writes: "TheHistory; Yale University, Ph.D. student in	 not only a Byzantine seminar but also a MarkT. Lindholm (Princeton	 mil series encompasses readings and bookart history) Sarah B. Griffin one-semester survey (twice; enrollment 280 University, Ph.D. student in art history) signings with distinguished writers, a series Graham P. Bader (Harvard University, each time), a freshman seminar on Giotto,Randon M. jerris (United States Golf Marguerite A. Keane (University of	 called 'Texas Bound' modeled on NPR's Frances Lloyd-Baynes (Victoria and	 Teaching Fellow in History of Art and and a senior seminar on 14th-centuryAssociation, New York, Director, Museum California, Santa Barbara, Ph.D. student in Selected Shorts with Texas-connected Albert Museum, London, Documentation	 Architecture and the Core, Ph.D. student in Florence. I am hunting for the perfect job & Archives; Ph.D., Princeton University art history) Rita has moved on from her authors reading short fiction by TexasManager)	 art history) Graham's review of Susan Buck while still at the gallery a few days a week. '99, "Alpine Sanctuaries: Topography, position at the J. Paul Getty Museum; in the connected authors, and interdisciplinary Morss's Dreamworld and Catastrophe: The In terms of publications, several are in the Gabriela Lobo (Christie's, Director in	 Architecture, and Decoration of Early small world department, Kristin Collins '97 programs combining art, literature, film, Passing ofMass Utopia in East and W't-st works but nothing is out yet except a CAA now has her old telephone extension there. Mexico) For a recent photograph and	 Medieval Churches in the Bishopric of and/or music. I miss spending more time in appeared in the winter 2002 issue of the Art Reviews piece on a Leonardo monograph. profile, see www.casasgente.com/	 Chur") Rand and his new museum were the Sabine T. Kriebel (Ph.D., University of	 the galleries with the art, but am enjoying Journal Early in that year, Chic clicks: As for conferences, I organized a panel at 156/HtmIlNotasllobo.php	 subjects of a winning, in-depth profile by California, Berkeley '03, "'Use Photography	 the challenge in making connections Creativity and Commerce in Contemporary last May's Medieval Congress in Kalamazoo. John McPhee in The New Yorker of March as a Weapon!': The Photomontages oEJohn	 between the visual and literary arts. I still Dorothy Belknap Munson	 Fashion Photography was on view at the I gave papers at CAA 2002, RSA 2002,31, 2003. WOW!! Heartfield and the Crisis of the European	 have my hands in museum-related art Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, and Kalamazoo 2002, the Early Italian 

Nicole S. johnson the Fotomuseum Winterthur; Graham is 
Tonya Oya Orme (M.B.A., Yale 

Left, 1929-1938") In January Sabine was	 projects, whether serving as the education conference at Athens, GA, in November 
credited with the translations from the 

University, School of Management) 
able to report, with justifiable pride, that	 department's liaison to a particular 2002; upcoming papers at RSA 2004 and Elizabeth j.G. LevineRachel B.H. Petrik she had finished her dissertation on	 exhibition or writing a handful of labels for German for the catalogue. On June 15, Kalamazoo 2004 (where I am also 

Heather M. Macintosh (Historic Heartfield. We hear that her advisor, Anne	 the Museum's Centennial exhibition Melanie Pong	 2003, he lectured at the Metropolitan organizing a panel) .... On the personal 
Seattle and Sight Consulting, Seattle, Wagner, was thrilled with the way it turned	 opening this fall. ... Dallas and Fort Worth Museum ofArt on "Roy Lichtenstein's front, I got married four years ago to Sara Linda A. Reynolds (Williams College,	 Preservation Advocate) Heather writes that out. We also hear of meetings with other	 are both buzzing with activity... the new Flatness." His consideration of this artist Detweiler, the registrar for special Williamstown, Art Slide Librarian) she continues to edit and contribute to Williams alums out S.F. way, including	 Fort Worth Museum of Modern Art (Tadao includes his membership, since 2001, on exhibitions at the Philadelphia Museum of 
Historic Seattle's online magazine Lorraine Padden '95.	 Ando) is stunning (especially from the Christine Scornavacca (The	 the team of scholars at work on the Art. We live and work in Philadelphia. This 
Preservation Seattle and to handle press and inside looking out) and the Nasher Metropolitan Museum ofArt, New York,	 Lichtenstein catalogue raisonne. Mary E. LaRuffa (Axinn, Veltrop &	 summer I have been volunteering in a 
community relations for the organization. Sculpture Center (opening mid-October) Deputy Chief Development Officer) Harkrider LLP, New York, Associate	 wooden boat shop at the independence Maura j.R. Brennan We hear that She also works as a freelance writer and will be just across the street." Attorney; J.D. '98, The George Washington	 Seaport Museum here in Philadelphia and Meagan Hayes Shein (Artist, New	 Maura has resigned from the Worcester Art historian and has a book and a multimedia 

University Law School)	 racing vintage catboats in the Sunday Kathryn Brownell (MiddleburyYork)	 Museum, having just had her fourth child. public history project now in hand. trophy series on the Barnegat Bay."	 College, Middlebury, Vt., Society ofDe-nin D. Lee (Bowdoin College, Todd Donington Weyman (Swann	 Gregory Lewis Bynum (ColumbiaDaniel A. Montoya (Self-employed Architectural Historians Buildings of theBrunswick, Maine, Assistant Professor;	 Lorraine A. Padden (San Francisco Art Galleries, New York, Director, Prints	 University, Ph.D. student in philosophy and visual artist, Brooklyn) United States, Research Assistant) ''I'm at Ph.D., Stanford University, "Lives of	 Ballet, Audience Development Manager) and Drawings; plus appearances on the	 education) Although he no longer works at work for the SAH project for the state ofjames E. Rondeau (The Art Institute Handscroll Paintings from the Southern Antiques Roadshow)	 the Morris-Jumel Mansion, Gregory did Vermont, assessing architecture from the of Chicago, Associate Curator of Tang Dynasty, 937-975") "Much has	 milrecently return to his old stomping ground, founding to the end of the 20th century. Molly Donovan Young (National Contemporary Art) On her Midwest trip changed for me this past year, or morealthough in a different capacity: "The Thomas Beischer (Massachusetts	 Mike Lewis is one of the project's editors. Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Assistant last summer, Karen Kowitz noticed that, precisely, in the past several months. I've Baroque flautist Andrew Bolotowsky and Institute ofTechnology, Ph.D. student in	 I'm researching biographies of architects and Curator, Modern and Contemporary Art) among other projects on his plate, Jim has defended and submitted my dissertation, the recorder player Gregory Bynum offer a History, Theory, and Criticism of	 patrons from the 1860s onward. Since 'Lives of Handscroll Paintings from the been working on the contemporary film concert of French, German, and English Architecture) Over the winter Tom wrote:	 graduation I've lived in Mexico (twice) and mil	 artist Steve McQueen. For this summer, his Southern Tang Dynasty, 937-975,' a study music in the lovely octagonal drawing room "My qualifYing paper on Boathouse Row in	 ridden a camel across the Sahara. In 1997 I activities focused on Yoshihiro Suda (born of the cultural lives of three purportedly Margarita B. Borissova (Berlitz	 of New York's oldest remaining Colonial Philadelphia is under consideration for	 was the guest speaker at the State of1969), who ranks among the most tenth-century handscrolls. I'm returning to GlobalNET, New York, Senior Project	 residence," as reported in the New Yorker of publication by the Penn Journal ofHistory &	 Vermont Historic Preservation Conference, Stanford this weekend for graduation accomplished Japanese artists of hisCoordinator)	 June 30, 2003. Biography." In April he shared a lovely	 talking on the agricultural architect John generation. To quote from the AIC notice ceremonies, pomp and circumstance. A 
remembrance ofWhit Stoddard: "I Cain, who was the subject of my QP andweek ago, I moved to Maine to a small
 

Guggenheim Museum, New York, Associate works in magnolia wood, hand carving life (Independent art consultant, New York, and
 
Susan M. Cross (Solomon R.	 of the exhibition Focus: Yoshihiro Suda: "He Adrienne Ruger Conzelman 

remember Whit telling me a great story	 Symposium talk (I've spoken on him in town of about 4,000 people, called Lisbon
 
Curator) Susan organized the exhibition of size sculptures of flowers, plants, weeds, and Fairfield, Conn.) Adrienne announces the
 about his working with Janson before their	 several venues around the state and hope to Falls. And, in the fall, I'll start teaching at 

oral exams to outline the history of publish on him in the future). In 1998 I Bowdoin College. It feels really great to be 
~ who wori the HUGO BOSS PRIZE 2002, technique and craftsmanship, the work is a Art Collection ofWilliam B. Ruger (Stackpole 

the work of French artist- Pierre Huyghe,	 other natural forms. From the perspective of publication of her book After the Hunt: The 
art. That outline probably became the best	 was the production assistant on thefinished with the Ph.D. and I'm really 
selling art history survey text! He also told independent film Hitman's Handbook, excited to start teaching." 
me that his professor told him to get a which won first place at the Narrowsburg 

which was at the Solomon R. Guggenheim	 tour de force. In terms of scale and formal Books, 2002). She writes that it is "a 200
Museum from January through May 2003.	 beauty, Suda's sculptures are quiet, modest, page hardbound book with approximately Rachel A. Lindheim (University of haircut and get his head rubbed the day	 International Film Festival and which you've The exhibition presented two works, a film	 poetic, and sometimes even nearly invisible. 80 color images with accompanying text. I 

Chicago, Ph.D. student in art history) before his orals. Good advice!" More good probably never seen but might someday. 

and a sculpture, L'Expedition Scintillante, Japanese art, Suda-with his profound and selling American art. I have 3 children
installation, Les Grands Ensembles (2001),	 Within the context of contemporary am now consulting private clients buying 

Thomas j. Loughman (Rutgers news followed in June: "My wife, Lily, and I From 1998 to 2001 I was a researcher and 

Act II: Untitled (light show) (2002). emphasis on connections to the arts of the 2 boys and a girl, all 5 and under. I will send University '03, "Spinello Aretino, Benedetto	 just had a baby boy on May 14th. Zachary historic preservationist for the $3.8 million 
MingZi Beischer. The middle name roughly rehabilitation of the Paramount Theatre in Alberti, and the Olivetans: Late Trecento past rather than to the popular culture of	 a copy of my book for the library soon." Susan A. Dimmock translates into 'great thinker/scholar' so at	 Rutland. Also, I've worked for the Patronage at San Miniato al Monte,the present moment--emerges as a singular David R. Fleer least there will be one in the family. SpeakingShannon L. Donovan (American Florence") Tom writes that he completed Caribbean Volunteer Expedition, an
 

College of Physicians, American Society of Ingrid Gustavson (Sage Hill School,
 
voice." We suspect that he was also very 

and defended his dissertation last fall,	 of scholars, I am planning on defending my organization that takes volunteers to the busy in his post as the curator of art
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Caribbean for hisroric preservarion work. 
My Williams educarion has done so much 
for me, making a real difference in rhe 
rhings I have been able ro do." 

Kate Meredith Burke We undersrand 
rhar Kare was married rhis lasr fall ro Chris 
Charuhas-he wrires compurer- and web
orienred rexrs and has his own compurer 
company in Richmond (Visibooks); Kate 
has served as content editor for at least one 
of his books. 

Patricia S. Canterbury (The 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Assistant 
Curaror of Paintings and Modern 
Sculpture) Sue writes: "While I have several 
of the usual day-to-day balls in the air, my 
exhibition on Beauford Delaney persists in 
moving forward .... Since I was in 
Williamsrown last June, we received 
notification of a foundation grant ($75,000) 
from the Henry Luce Foundation. (That makes 
two grants. The other is from the Judith 
Rothschild Foundation for $20K) [And we 
hear that there is interest in the show from 
Chicago and Philadelphia venues!] I'm also 
working on putting rogether a show with 
Ann Dumas on Sisley in which our new 
Sisley would receive major attention ... 
considering late 2007. Anyway, that's life." 

Merritt Colaizzi (SmartBrief, 
Washingron, D.C.) 

H. Gifford Eldredge (Arena & Co. 
Consrtuction, Philadelphia, Project Manager) 

Ann Louise Elliott (Smithsonian 
Institution Traveling Exhibition Service 
[SITES], Washingron, D.C., Director of 
Development) 

Kyle S. johnson We hear that Kyle is 
thinking of returning ro the non-profit fold 
in eastern Massachusetts. 

Sara M. Krajewski Sara married Jeff 
Fischer last fall, an event attended by 
classmates Tom Beischer and Rebecca 
Molholt, and has moved to Seattle. 

Rebecca Molholt (Columbia 
University, Ph.D. student in art history) We 
hear from diverse sources that Rebecca plays 
a key role in the development of 
camaraderie and collegiality among the 
graduate students at Columbia. 

Miriam L. Pomeranz Mimi writes: 
"Enjoying motherhood! Using my art 
hisrory M.A.-putting it to good use-
teaching little Sophie (2 years old in March) 
all abour art and taking her to museums 
and galleries in Denver and when we travel 
elsewhere." And more good news followed 
in May: "Baby #2 arrived last Friday, May 
16.3 weeks eatly - 4lbs. 14 oz. - bur doing 
great. Little girl-her name is Lena Jaye-

We are tired bur very, very happy. Spread 
the word our there for me--thanks!" 

Gretchen R. Sinnett (University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Ph.D. student 
in att history) ''I'm still at work on a first 
draft of my dissertation entitled 
'Envisioning Female Adolescence: Rites of 
Passage in Late Nineteenth-Century 
Painting and Photography.' ... I'm a little 
distracted these days by our son, Zain 
McMaster, who arrived December 8." 

Bethany Taylor (American Association 
of Museums, Washington, D.C., Museum 
Assessment Program) Bethany sends 
greetings and good wishes to all. 

[mil 
Karen Dennis Binswanger 
(National Gallery ofArt, Center for 
Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, 
Washington, D.C., project head, Mellon 
Lectures Volume) 

Kristen Collins (Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles, Department of Manuscripts, 
Assistant Curator; University ofTexas ar 
Austin, Ph.D. student in art history) In 
addition to work at the Getty, which began 
this summer, Kristen is at work on her 
dissertation, "Redeemer, Mother and Ruler: 
Images of the Virgin in Ottonian 
Germany." 

Penelope Foss (The Lawrenceville 
School, Lawrenceville, N.J., Curator of 
Collections) 

Lillian Nave Goudas "We have news 
to share with you.... After a long and tiring 
search during Leon's final year as a surgical 
resident, we have found a wonderful place 
ro settle-Lenoir, North Carolina. It is a 
rown of abour 18,000 people (and almost as 
many furniture outlets) in the foothills of 
the Appalachian mountains in western 
North Carolina. It is about 30 minures 
northwest of Hickory, NC. Leon will join a 
private practice of two surgeons .... The 
medical community is very excited to add 
Leon's surgical skills to the staff at Caldwell 
Memorial Hospital and we are so happy to 
go to some place much warmer and more 
temperate. We were also very pleased to find 
a house that we like and it has plenty of 
guest space, so please come to visit....We 
look forward to sertling into North 
Carolina and also look forward to having a 
little more time to see our dear friends and 
family after residency." 

David C. johnson (Williams College, 
Williamstown, Assistant Professor of Physical 
Education/Assistant Dean of the 
College/Lecturer in Art History) 

Lisa Melandri (Santa Monica Museum 
of Art, Santa Monica, Calif., Deputy 
Director for Exhibitions and Programs) 
Among Lisa's other responsibilities, she also 
found time to contribute an essay to the 
catalogue accompanying the exhibition 
Rosamond Purcell: Two Rooms. 

Ann Musser-Ercan (Smith College 
Museum ofArt, Northampton, Mass., 
Associate Curator of Education) 

jungha Oh (Independent art book 
editor; Minneapolis, Minn.) 

Sarah Powers (University of Delaware, 
Ph.D. student in art history) Sarah writes 
that she is "thoroughly enjoying" the Ph.D. 
program at the University of Delaware. 

Katherine Sutherland Ruml 
Katherine, we understand, is living in Palo 
Alto and is among the avant-garde who 
share, rather than own, their own cars. 

Claire Schneider (Albright-Knox Att 
Gallery, Buffalo, N.Y., Associate Curator of 
Contemporary Art) 

Luciana Shirado 

Isabel Louise Taube (University of 
Pennsylvania, Ph.D. student in art history) 
"I'm still working on my dissertation now 
entitled 'Rooms of Memory: American 
Paintings of Interiors, 1880-1920.' From 
September 2002 to March 2003, I had a 
Sara Robey Pre-doctoral Fellowship at the 
Smithsonian American Art Museum. In 
spring 2003, I gave my dissertation 
colloquium at the University of 
Pennsylvania, participated in rhe Gerty 
Dissertation Workshop in Los Angeles, and 
gave a fellows' talk on Edmund Tarbell at 
the Smithsonian American Art Museum." 

jacqueline van Rhyn (The Print 
Center, Philadelphia, Curator of Prints and 
Photographs) 

Ashley West (University of 
Pennsylvania, Ph.D. student in art hisrory) 
"When in Germany for the January 
program trip in 1996, I never would have 
guessed that I'd be back here to live for 
awhile. Bur it's been slightly over a year, and 
I'm still here in Munich researching my 
dissertation topic ["The Art of Hans 
Burgkmair the Elder: Defining and 
Transmitting Knowledge"]! I get ro end my 
days in the archives or libraries with a tall 
Weissbier (though December brings 
Gllihwein to the fore instead!), and spend 
my weekends hiking or visiting any number 
of towns, museum, churches, etc." And in 
August Ashley wrote from Betlin: " I begin 
my David E. Finley Fellowship (CASVA) in 
September and also managed to obtain an 
office space and affiliation with the Max-
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Planck-Institut flir Wissenschaftsgeschichte 
through May. I've got a lot of research and 
work cut our for myself, bur I'm loving 
being here." 

m1D 
Brian Boucher (Klemens Gasser & 
Tanja Grunert, New York, Assistant to 
Klemens Gasser) "Life is crazy because I 
finally 'got a job.' ... I'm assistant to 
Klemens Gasser at Klemens Gasser & Tanja 
Grunett Inc., contemporary art gallery in 
Chelsea, NYC. They show really interesting 
work and in fact we got to know each other 
when I wrote a Critic's Pick on one of their 
attists, Ann Craven, for attforum.com. So 
now I'm taking a crack at att dealing, art 
handling, etc. I have reviews in ArtReview 
magazine and FlashArt currently, and am still 
editor of thing.review at http://bbs.thing.net. 
We're always open ro inventive pitches of 
contemporary art, book, theater, music 
reviews from anywhere in rhe wotld! We 
can't pay at this point but always hope that 
will change, and we have a dedicated 
international readership, so any Williams 
grads looking to write a little are welcome." 

Mikka Gee Conway (Getty Museum, 
Los Angeles, Research Assistant, 
Department of Photographs) 

Alexis Goodin (Brown University, 
Ph.D. student in art history) "Last year was 
my second year at Brown-I spent my time 
working as a reaching assistant and taking a 
full load of courses/independent studies. I'll 
be rhere again this year doing the same, 
although I also hope to complete my 
colloquium (approval of my disseration 
topic) and my oral exams as well (fingers 
crossed!). I gave a paper last year at Brigham 
Young University's 'Young Turks': The State 
ofOrientalism in the Twenty-First Century 
entitled 'David Roberts's and Francis Frith's 
Views of Egypt.' (I'm trying to work up a 
dissertation ropic our of this, but things are 
still a bit nebulous, so I'll hold back from 
saying anything more until my committee 
and I have signed off on it!) I saw many of 
my fellow 1998 classmates last year: Peter 
Miller also gave a talk ar rhe Brigham 
Young conference in November; I saw 
Megan Smetzer, Kara VanderWeg and 
Angela Ho at CAA in New York in February. 

Laura Steward Heon (MASS MoCA, 
North Adams, Associate Curator) See the 
Faculty News. 

Angela Ho· (University of Michigan, 
Ph.D. student in art hisrory) 

Courtney Macomber (Collegiate 
School, New York, Assistant, Third Grade) 
Courtney repotts that she has just moved to 
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New York's upper west side-with her 
husband, Erik-to teach school at 
Collegiate. 

Peter B. Miller (Institut du Monde 
Arabe, Paris, commissaire for the exhibition 
Delacroix to Renoir: French Painting in 
Algeria 1830-1880; Ph.D., Insritute ofFine 
Arts-New York University '03, "Theodore 
Chasseriau and rhe French Colonial Project 
in Algeria") Perer has had an extremely 
productive year: he complered his 
dissertation at the IFA-NYU in January 2003; 
he delivered a paper entitled "Chasseriau's 
Local Color: Physiognomy, Race, and 
Representation in Algeria, ca. 1846" at The 
State ofOrientalism in the 21st Century 
symposium at Brigham Young University in 
November 2002; and he published "Models 
from the Atlas: Theodore Chasseriau's La 
Defense des Gaules and the 1855 Exposition 
Universelle" in Chassiriau: Un autre 
romanticisme, Actes du colloque (Paris: 
Louvre, 2002). An e-mail in February filled 
in the picture: "I actually defended my 
completed dissettation at the Institure of Fine 
Arts on January 15th. I suppose I just wanted 
to confirm that it went well and that I have 
received my Ph.D. In fact it went even better 
than I could have imagined: my dissertation 
was nominated as the Institute of Fine Arts' 
candidate for the Dean's prize as the best 
dissertation in the Humanities at NYU's 
graduate school ofArts and Science for 
2002-2003." 

joshua Silverman (Nottheastern 
University, Boston, Asset Management) 

Tiffany R. Silverman (Andersen, 
Boston, Development and Marketing) 

Megan Smetzer (University of British 
Columbia, Vancouver, Ph.D. student in art 
history) 

Kara VanderWeg (Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, New York, 
Curatorial Assistant) 

rnDI 
Scott Allan (Princeton University, Ph.D. 
student in att history) Scott reports two 
recent publications: "Les metamorphoses de 
'LAutomne (Dejanire)' de Gustave Moreau," 
in rhe Revue de tArt 137 (2002-2003): 49
62; and service as one of the authorial ream 
for the catalogue accompanying the 
exhibirion Cezanne in Focus: watercolors 
from the Henry and Rose Pearlman Collection 
(Princeron University Arr Museum, 2002), 
organized by Laura Giles '79. We 
understand rhat he is finished with 
coursework and that orals are before him. 

Austen Barron Bailly (Los Angeles 
County Museum ofAtt, Assistant Curator 

of American Att) Austen wrote last 
September with good news of herself: "I am 
beginning my second year as Assistant 
Curator of American Art. ..where I have 
been working on a number of projects. In 
November 2002 the permanent collection 
installation I organized in conjunction with 
the Narional Portrait Gallery's traveling 
exhibition of Gilbett Stuart's 'Lansdowne 
portrait' of George Washington will open. 
In February 2003, LACMA opens Sargent 
and Italy, for which I helped produce the 
exhibition catalogue. I am in charge of 
rorating displays of American works on 
paper and have loved mounting installations 
ranging from Thomas Cole drawings to 
Whistler etchings of Venice. I am also 
working on permanent collection 
installations of eatly California modernism. 
Los Angeles suits me and my husband, 
Jonathan, extremely well and we plan to 
stay in sunny California!" She followed this 
with an update in April: "I'm writing to 
repott, happily, that I am definitely going 
back to school in the fall and have decided 
to keep working directly with Bruce 
[Robertson, who is a curator at LACMA as 
well as the Americanist at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara] at UCSB .... I am 
extremely happy with my choice and with 
this next step!" 

Lucretia Baskin (Robert Simon Fine 
Att, New York, Gallery Director) "I have a 
brief update. I am now working in New 
York City for a private dealer named Robert 
Simon Fine Art, and am very pleased." 

Sonya Bekkerman (Sotheby's, Inc., 
New York, Modern Painting Department) 
We hear that Sonya, who has been working 
diligently in the Depattment of 19th
century European Paintings at Sotheby's for 
several years, was recently promoted to vice 
president. 

Anne M. Lampe (Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York, Assistant Curator) 

Dorothy Moss (University of Delaware, 
Ph.D. student in art history) Dorothy wrote 
lasr March from Delaware: "I am trying to 
do as much archival research as I am able to 
in rhis area for a trompe l'oeil seminar that 
Michael Leja and Perry Chapman 
are teaching so I will be bound to the Mid
Atlantic until summer. Stockton and I are 
going to a wedding in Antwerp in July and 
we're using the ttip as an excuse to explore 
the Nerhetlands for two weeks. I've never 
been and am very excited. Most of the 
summer I will be working with Anne 
Verplanck at Wintetthur, helping with 
research for a Joshua Johnson exhibition as 
well as helping her install a portion of the 
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco 
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and positive overall, and I have no doubt November about the move to New Haven: Assistant) "I wanted to let you know that 
that I made the right choice in coming here. "I love Yale and New Haven. It's challenging, the article which evolved out of my class 
It has been nice to be in a department with but that's what grad school is supposed to with David Perlmutter [Visiting Clark 
a strong cohort of Renaissance/Baroque be, right? Amanda is working part time at a Professor, spring 2002] has been officially 
students in addition to a variety of course local church, managing their weekly food accepted to the periodical Visual 
offerings in Western and non-Western bank for the homeless and poor and will be Communication. I will keep you posted on 
art .... The challenges here are mostly teaching a class at the Arts Council in the publication dates." Gretchen comes by 
beneficial (except for the technical ones January." Then in February he e-mailed that the Clark fairly often, for library work and, 
printing, xeroxing, etc.); my fellow students his paper "James Whistler as the Invisible recently, the celebrations of graduation. She 
have impressed me, not to mention the Man: Anti-Aestheticism and Artistic Vision" reports that she is having a great time at the 
faculty. I especially enjoy working with was accepted for the Whistler Conference in Tang and really enjoying her position there 
Professor Freedberg; I am also enjoying two Scotland at the University of Glasgow in (the exhibition Kara Walker: Narratives ofa 
consecutive semesters of Roman art with September. "As my first public paper outside Negres.f--co-organized in collaboration with 
Professor Brilliant." RecentlyVictoria wrote of the cozy environs of the Clark where WCMA-has done very well at the Tang). 
again: "This summer, I am studying paintings even the soap dispensers are automatic you Gretchen's article" Vom Gesicht zum Gesicht: 
and prints in Berlin collections, improving can imagine my excitement and anxiety." The Weimar Subject in the Photography of 
my German, and preparing for orals." Gretchen L. Wagner (Tang Teaching Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and August Sander"

Rob Slifkin (Yale University, Ph.D. Museum and Art Gallery, Skidmore the subject of her QP-has appeared in 

student in art history) Rob wrote in College, Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Curatorial Athanor 21 (2002). 

INFORMATION-FOR You AND THE PROGRAM: A LIST-SERV AND A PLEA 

The list-serv has proven to be of interest to a good number of subscribers-some comments are included in this newsletter


and has even generated dialogue and physical interaction. It could be yet more effective if you were to subscribe. Please
 
consider signing up. To do so is easy. Send us your full e-mail address and the name by which you wish to be known (i.e.,
 

Joseph.Jones@williams.edu; Joe Jones). We will enroll you and send you a set of user instructions. Job postings, calls for papers,
 
activities here in the Berkshires, and events in which YOU and others with ties to Williams are participating, are all part of the mix.
 

We hope that you have found this year's newsletter to be worthwhile. Please help to make next year's even more 

informative by dropping us a note concerning the major events in your professional life (and personal, too). Send news-your 
own or others'-to Marc Simpson, Associate Director/Williams College Graduate Program in the History of Art/Box 

8/Williamstown, MA 01267; or call 413-458-2303 x531; or e-mail Marc.A.Simpson@williams.edu. Don't forget to check out 

the Program's website at http://www.williams.edu/gradart/ 
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